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5 other gridders’ vandalism case dropped
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Overly, Jensen arraigned on 3 charges
By Julie Levy
Staff Writer
SJSU football star Robert Overly was
arraigned Monday in Santa Clara County
Municipal Court on charges of making a false
emergency report to police, making a false
report of a felony in progress and vandalizing a
telephone.
All three charges are misdemeanors
stemming from a Nov. 14 incident in which
university police received a call from a blue light
phone located on Ninth Street.
The caller said "I’m being raped, I’m being
raped" and the phone went dead, police report.
When police arrived at the phone, no one was
there and the receiver had been ripped from its

colinection.
Two witnesses said in a sworn statement
they saw Overly rip the receiver from the
telephone.
A friend of Overly’s, former SJSU football
player Jeffrey Jensen, told police he was the one
who vandalized the phone. He was also
arraigned on the same charges Monday.
A pre-trial hearing was scheduled for Jan.
11. If convicted of the charges, Overly and
Jensen could be sentenced to up to a year in
county jail and/or $1,000 fine.
In another incident, charges of vandalism
and disturbing the peace against five SJSU
football players were dropped Monday by police.

Dave Albright, Ken Delgado, Thomas
Larson, Phillip Moore and Henry Ramelli were
arrested Nov. 15 after reportedly vandalizing a
residence hall exit sign and breaking a street
light.
The university will investigate the charges,
according to Don DuShane, assistant dean of
student services.
DuShane said he will talk to the students
involved and "try to resolve it informally, if
possible." He said the investigation should be
completed by the end of this semester.
Any disciplinary action taken would be
governed by California State Universities
system rules, DuShane said.

Elway’s dilemma: Unions scrambling
Cal or SJSU?
to influence voters
as election nears
By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
Will Jack go to the school on a
hill?
What once was just an
ungerminated seed in the rumor
mill has blossomed into a fullfledged soap opera starring SJSU

Analysis
head football coach Jack Elway.
He can’t decide whether he
should honor his commitment to
SJSU or succumb to the seduction
of this university’s provocative
neighbor, the University of
California at Berkeley.
Should he fulfull the
remaining three years of his
contract with SJSU, a schoc!
which may soon lose its Division
1-A athletic status?
Or should he submit to the
obvious allure of California, a
school with a big-time athletic
budget in a big-time athletic
conference?
"I don’t know what I’m going
to do," he said yesterday mor-

4
Photo by Stephen BlakemanSJSU football star Robert Overly faces two charges of making
false reports to police and one charge of vandalism in connection with a false rape report received by University Police
Nov. 14. After a warrant was issued for his arrest, he
surrendered Nov. 19 and was released on his own
recognizance labovel.

ning.
"No concrete decisions have
been made yet," said Muts
Horikawa, the director of the
Spartan Foundation, after
emerging from an early morning
conference with Elway.
However, a ray of light
should be shed upon Elway’s
shadowy future very soon.
California is planning to announce its new head coach within
the next week.
remained
he
Although
noncommittal, Maggard hinted
that Elway is Cal’s leading
candidate for the job.
"We have discussed the job
thoroughly and I’ve enjoyed all
my visits with Jack," Maggard
said. "I am very impressed with
Jack."
Maggard said he also plans to
interview several other candidates for the Cal job this week.
but refused to divulge any of their
names.
In considering the Cal job,
Elway has said he is scrutinizing
three primary factors:
acadedmic, financial and personnel.
see F:I.WAY page 5
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Cary Bruecher (left) and Gregor Nelson relax
under their creation, an art project entitled
"Thinker Toys." This type crf art is called
modular
sculpture
which
utilizes
basic

materials put together in an infinite variety of
ways. "Thinker Toys" was tie of the art
projects displayed by art students in front of
the Health Building Tuesday

By Tom Quinlan
Staff Writer
"Cheshire -Puss," she began rather timidly ...-Would you tell me,
please, which way I ought to gofrom here,"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to, "said the Cat.
"I don’t much care where," said Alice.
"Then it doesn’t much matter which way you go," said the Cat.
Lewis Carrot, Alices Adventures in Wonderland.
"I consider it important, indeed urgently necessary, for intellectual
workers to get together, both to protect their own economic status and, also,
generally speaking, to secure their influence in the political field."
Albert Einstein, speaking on why he joined the American Federation of
Teachers in 1938.
Albert and Alice wouldn’t appear to have much in common, but they’re
two of the big guns being brought out by rival unions hoping to represent
California State Universities employees.
Flyers with the, dialouge between Al* and the Cheshire Cat are the
exhort
work of the Congress of Faculty Associations, and the flye
faculty members and student support personnel "who know vi re they want
to go," to support CFA.
The United Professors of California is employing Einstein more subtly.
Only the name of the organization, emblazoned across the top of the
Einstein poster, labels the appeal as a partisan effort.
It doens’t even mention the fact that UPC is affiliated with the American
Federation of Teachers.
So far the campaign being waged in developing into a classic advertising
struggle between a seemingly more-aggressive, young newcomer, and an
older, more-established union.
Formed in 1973, CFA sends a copy of each of its flyers to every faculty
member, with most of them ending up on faculty bulletin boards around
campus.
CFA is never reticent to identify its affiliates,) the American Association
of University Professors, the National Education Association, California
State Employees Association and the California Teachers Association and
frequently draws comparisons between itself and UPC.
Allan Willsey, in charge of CFA’s campaign literature, calls his union’s
efforts at comparing the two unions a legitimate attempt at accentuating the
positive apsects of CFA while demonstrationg "the negative aspects of
UPC.’
Stephanie Allan, staff worker for UPC at SJSU, calls the continual
comparisons by CFA of the two unions proof that CFA "has no record of their
own."
Allan noted that while a UPC poster reads "UPC-Performance," CFA
circulates a poster that reads "CFA-Trust."
According to Allan, this difference demonstrates UPC’s long history of
work on California campuses, while emphasizing CFA’s inexperience.
"They don’t have a record to run on," Allan said.
Willsey called this charge "kind of a cheap shot," and noted that it has
been only recently, with elections slated to begin on Dec. 14, that CFA has
started mentioning UPC at all.
Taking into account the UPC newspaper, The Advocate, and campus
newsletters, Willsey said UPC probably "has mentioned us more."
Willsey added that UPC’s reluctance to identify itself as being affiliated
with the American Federation of Teachers might stem from the relationship’s possibly being "mythical."
Willsey questioned what impact an AFL-CIO organization could have
when dealing with a state government.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, an SJSU counselor and campus president of UPC,
said the reason UPC isn’t always identified with the American Federation of
Teachers is that "we’re an independent organization. .we’re not running our
affiliate."
Although saying UPC’s relationship with the AFI.-CIO "will help us in
hard times," Sivertsen stressed "we’re not campaigning AFT."
This is in marked contrast to CFA, which almost always mentions its
affiliates and has distributed flyers that deal exclusively with them.
CFA delivers each flyer and pamphlet to every faculty member’s oncampus mailbox.
UPC, which prints a comparable amount of literature, relies upon individual contacts between present members and undecided faculty and
usually gives out material only on request, according to Allan.

Fourth Street parking lot to close in 1983
By Kathy Chin
Staff Writer
It’s a well-publicized fact that SJSU
has a parking problem. And when the city
closes the 1,000-space Fourth and San
Fernando street lot for redevelopment in
spring 1983, the battle for a parking space
will be even fiercer.
According to Bob Leninger,
development officer for the City of San
Jose Redevelopment Agency, the lot is
included in the master plan for an apartment conversion project located on Fourth
Street between San Fernando and San
Carlos streets.

In response to this imminent parking
dilemma, SJSU traffic manager Ed
Nemetz has announced five possible
alternatives to alleviate the problem.
First, Nemetz said, a commute
coordinator will be hired to encourage car
and vanpooling, and devise ways to
prompt people to adapt other modes of
transportation.
"We hope to get employees into carpools so that more ground lots can be open
to students," Nemetz said.
The closure of San Carlos Street is
another possibility, said the traffic
manager. This would create 300-400 more

spaces for students to park.
Nemetz also noted that this would
close off the campus to outsiders.
"From the police point of view, the
idea would be popular," he said.
The construction of a parking garage
on Fourth between San Salvador and San
Carlos streets is another idea. However,
David Elliot, associate executive vice
president of facilities, said the garage
idea, although approved by the Chancellor’s office, is "now being shelved" due
to budgetary cuts.
Elliot also noted that the garage would
be paid for through bonds, and "people

aren’t buying them.’ ’
The parking garage was a controversial issue last year when students
protested its construction cost, estimated
to be $5.8 million.
Former A.S. Attorney General Mike
Medina said last February that the
proposed five-story, 1,200 space garage
was a bad idea in times of declining
enrollment and high gas prices.
Medina also spearheaded the Save Our
Structures Committee, a group of students
and faculty members opposed to
demolition of several campus temporary
structures. The new garage would mean

destruction of the Social Science building
located on Fourth and San Carlos.
Nemetz said the university may opt to
purchase more land for parking.
The traffic manager said the last
resort would be to establish shuttle bus
service to pick up students who have
parked a mile or two from campus.
Because of the high cost, Nemetz said this
idea would not be feasible.
Although Nemetz said the city is not
sure exactly’ when the dirt parking lot will
he noted that SJSU needs to be
closed,
be
ready to face the "imminent, chronic
parking situation."
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TV news content depends
upon sensational teasers
Television news has stooped to
an all-time low. Newscasters are
doing commercials ( teasers for the
news.
A typical teaser spouts: The
Pope has just given birth to twins,
film at 11 p.m."

Its Tamera Casias
Staff Writer

Hours before the news is set to
go on, a message as vague and
misleading as this statement is
broadcast.
Alas, sensationalism is not new.
It got it’s start years ago in the
presses of colonial America. Sensationalism has just made its home
in television news.
A teaser leaves listeners up in
the air. The listeners have no way of
knowing what really happened until
the news airs.
And what about the viewers who
hear only the teaser, not being able,
or desiring to watch the news?
Perhaps the Pope attended the
difficult birth of a high government
official to give spiritual support.

The teaser could mean many
things. It is as ambigious as news
producers want it to be
Television news has become a
high seller. It’s hard to believe that
not long ago, stations did not want to
put news on television. Station
owners feared it would drive watchers to other stations out of
boredom!
In the constant search for an
audience, traditional half-hour news
shows are being rapidly stretched to
three hours.
Although news shows are getting longer, news coverage isn’t
getting any deeper. Instead of
spending more time on a story, they
add other fillers.
Take for example a duck that
not only survived an arrow shot
through its body, but also managed
to carry on an active "duck’s life"
with the arrow still embedded.
Just about everyone loves a
duck, but top-of-the-news coverage
for several days was overdoing it.
Why didn’t they tell us on the
news how our state and local officeholders feel about coming issues?
The arrow that perhaps broke
much of the audiences’ believability
in the news was a follow-up story of a
duck with a similar plight in
England.
Many often find it hard to grasp
that California news shows, in

particular, spend so much time
telling its viewers about animals and
so little time telling us how our
elected representatives voted that
day in Sacramento.
Perhaps it has something to do
with the adage that "Everyone loves
small children and animals."
This type of grab-bag journalism leaves an audience knowing
little about current political events
that will affect their lives and a
great deal about the individual lives
of a couple of ducks.
In an effort to remedy the
situation, new shows are popping up
like 20/20, PM Magazine, 60 Minutes
and others to handle both the "duck"
stories and in-depth political issues
as well.
But in their short time allotment, these programs can’t begin to
fill the gap left by news shows. It’s
up to the news producers to begin
using their time more constructively.
Obviously, stations cannot afford the time to go "in-depth" into
all the stories that occur daily.
But the newscaster and
producers can reset their goals.
Perhaps then, the audience could be
considered instead of the ratings.
Audiences would listen, not
because of the teasers, but because
they knew they were getting an
accurate account of the days’ news.
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Divorce: a traumatic and soul-searching time
The trauma of divorce can be more devastating for
the male than for the female.
After being married 10 years, fathering four children
and divorced for two years, with a one-year separation
period, I speak from personal experience.
It would be easy to say that the woman has the harder
time of trying to start a new life, but when a family unit is

By Les Mahler
Staff Writer

torn apart by divorce it is usually the male who must try
to re-establish his own concept of being a success or
failure.
Society has placed too much of a value on making it as
a father and husband. To remove the image is to literally
destroy the man.
At that point in his life, the male is considered a
failure because he could not hold the marriage and family
unit together.

It’s totally unfair to heap that label onto anyone.
But there are other frailites a man must bear which a
woman can endure. Therse are emotional hardships.
A woman can cope with her emotions better then her
male counterpart and that may be because as a child the
male was taught that he does not cry, speak of emotions
and must always "bite the bullet" during periods of great
pain.
Despite these false attitudes and rotten
generalizations, the male is not incapable of feeling pain.
After a divorce, the questions, feelings of inadequacy,
grief and burning within the pit of stomach and heart are
very much real.
What happened? Why did it happen? Will they come
back? Was it something "I" did?
These questions and more torment the soul and the
worst of it is that no one ever answers them.
Instead, the feelings fester and lay deep within the
corners of the mind and the empty chambers of the heart.
Granted, most males may never show outward traces
of these emotions, but rest assured they are there.
The feeling of being inadequate can be overwhelming.
Doubts are raised about the man’s self worth and all
too often, suicide seems the only alternative, or solution to
the problem.
But suicide itself may just be a confirmation of being
a failure.

Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you - our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such

material is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office JC 2081
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag, do the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
St., San Jose. CA 95192.

All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
words.

And other questions arise.
Questions about a new relationship and starting over.
What happens if this relationship ends in failure?
Who’s to blame?
And then of course, there’s always the painful
questions that asks: Can another relationship end, and if it
does, will "I" survive it or be able to handle the pain?
It would be so much easier to hope and pray that
somehow, by the grace of God, the union can be rekindled.
After all, when marriage was entered into it was for
love. And all those years of marriage, the memories of joy
and pain, the struggles of a family, the birth of a child,
how can that be removed from the heart?
It’s easy to say that life must go on, for indeed it must.
But after a divorce, life has taken on a lesser meaning.
Too many emotional, thought-provoking struggles
exist within the person.
And constantly, deep within the mind are the
questions and worries which plagued the male as both
father and husband: How are they managing? Are the
children all right?
Just because the family has been divided does little to
remove the worries of everyday life, it just increases
them.
A man, though less inclined to say so, dreams about
the future of his children. And as each child grows up, the
male tends to tuck into the corners of his mind, little

memories of each of his children.
The first born: the anxious father, eager to hold his
child as both mother and baby come out of the hospital;
the first pair of shoes, the first word, each and everyday
becomes a delight as the child learns about and discovers
the world.
And the father is there to watch as the child grows.
The daughter: a special child. Memories of her
growing cling within the mind: playing house, big brother
picking on her, crying because she can’t play with her
brother and his friends.
And, oh God, the dreams!
For each and every child a separate dream.
But because of divorce those dreams are shattered
and God only left memories of what might have been
instead of what could have been.
Still, the man carries on.
Working, supporting a family that’s been split
asunder by a judicial system that professes to believe in
the sanctimony of marriage and God.
"What God has yoked together, let no man split
asunder," words from a wedding vow that soon become
empty.
Perhaps the generalization is that the man has it
easier in a divorce, but it’s an untrue and ridiculous
thought.
It’s time to bury the myth.

I

Cuba’s role in revolutions
may cause U.S. intervention
The source of revolutionary unrest in Latin America
has long been understood to mean Cuba. And with an
increased Cuban buildup of military hardware, officials of
the Reagan administration are becoming concerned over
Cuba’s role in furthering leftist revolt in Latin America.
The buildup is aimed, according to U.S. intelligence

By Wade Barber
Staff Writer

reports, to expand Cuban offensive and defensive systems
as well as provide support to the Sandinista government in
Nicaragua and to the FMI.N in El Salvador.
Intelligence reports have found that Cuba has
received more than 46,000 tons of military hardware in the
first nine months of this year, more than at anytime since
the Cuban missile crisis. Among the growing array of
sophisticated weaponry are anti-submarine hydrofoil

beefed up, and spy flights over Cuba have increased. Joint
United States and Latin American naval exercise took
place last month. Also, there are indications that U.S.
military officials are discussing possible courses of action
against Cuba with their Latin American counterparts.
Washington seems to be almost ready to curtail
Cuba’s influence in the Western Hemisphere. Last week,
Secretary of State Alexander Haig refused to rule out
possible military intervention to overthrow the Sandinista
government in Nicaragua and to limit Cuba’s
revolutionary influences on Latin America.
While the United States bolsters its defenses, Fidel
Castro has acted because of the implied United States
threat. President Castro has enacted a state of emergency
in Cuba and called up the reserves. The Cuban Air Force,
Soviet-trained and equipped, has increased its training
missions and doubled spotter plans along its borders.
Downtown Havana building rooftops sport anti-aircraft
guns and coastal defense units have been reinforced.
Clearly, Cuba is but a part of the worldwide United
States vs. Russia struggle that is threatening to engulf the
world. The difference with the Cuban situation is its
closeness to the United States and the subversion it is
fermenting, with Russian supervision, among American
allies so close to home.
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Among the plans the U.S. is studying are a sea and
air blockade of Cuba and air strikes against Cuba
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ships, missile frigates, ground and air early warning
With Russian troops in Afghanistan, unrest in Poland,
systems, tanks, jet fighters and submarines.
and massed armies on the Chinese border, the Reagan
Aid for Cuba and Nicaragua is coming not only from administration may possibly believe that a successful
bid
the Soviet Union, but also from Warsaw Pact countries to eliminate Castro is militarily workable. Many
Cuban
such as Romania and Czechoslovakia as well as Vietnam. officials themselves believe that Russia would be
hard
Vietnam has reportedly promised to supply Nicaragua pressed to supply any large Cuban military needs
across
with up to 1,000 aircraft left behind or captured in Vietnam the Atlantic for any length of time.
from the American military.
The question remains what, if any action will the
United State take against Cuba? How far can the Soviets
In response, the administration has asked the be
pushed before they back up their few allies in the
Department of Defense to evaluate the military options Western
Hemisphere? What about the brigade of Soviet
available to end these arms ship+ ments. According to troops
and the numerous advisers and technicians
defense analyst John Collins of the Congressional stationsed
and living in Cuba?
Research Service, among plans the United States is
Castro’s revolutionary influences need to be curtailed
studying are a sea and air blockade of Cuba and air
strikes against vital military and economic installations if Latin America is to remain the playground of corporate
on the island.
America. When the crisis comes, whether it is Cuba or the
Cuba watchers in recent weeks have noticed that the Middle East or wherever, we can only hope that Reagan
military has renewed interest in Fidel Castro and fortress will use adequate restraint and foresight, avoiding the
Cuba. U. S. naval units in the Caribbean are being rein- flexing of military muscle and the possibility of a nuclear
forced, the naval base at Guantanamo, Cuba, is being confrontation.
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Women petition to remove ’skin’ magazines
By Carol Peterson
Staff Writer
A petition calling for
removal of magazines such
as Playboy and Penthouse
from
the
Spartan
Bookstore has been
presented to store manager
Ronald Duval.
The
petition
was
initiated by Karen Hester,
a graduate student in
Women’s Studies. It was
signed by 49 women, including two SJSU faculty
members.
A slide presentation
produced by San Francisco -based
Women
Against Violence in Pornography and
Media
prompted several students
to examine the portrayal of
women
and
violence
against
women
in
magazines like Playboy,
Oui, Penthouse, Gallery
and
Hustler.
This
presentation lead to the
petition.
Duval refused comment on the possibility of
no longer offering the
magazines for sale at the
bookstore.
Duval said he will
make no decision regar-
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ding the magazines until he
and several other Spartan
Shops employees view the
slide show. They will see it
Dec. 10.
"It’s a very sensitive
issue that I feel I have to
have my facts straight
before I go mouthing off,"
he said. "I’m not going to
make any position until
that slide show."
"A lot of it is
educational. I didn’t know
about Playboy until I saw
the slide show," said Karen
Hester. "But the bookstore
is making choices about
what they sell. But in a way
we felt the managers do not
really know what they are
selling. It’s hate and
violence.
"Our approach is not
the Moral Majority’s ’let’s
wipe out sex altogether,’ "
Hester continued.
"A lot of us that signed
the petition would be in
favor of selling erotica
magazines," she said. "A
lot of feminists define those
as picturing sexuality in an
atrnostphere of mutual
consent."
"I think that these
magazines only present

Photo hv bc, Mayeaux

A petition calling for the removal of "soft porn" magazines such as
Playboy, Penthouse, Gallery, Oui and Hustler in the Spartan Bookstore, if
successful, could result in SJSU students perusing less scintillating fare
on the magazine racks. Management so far has been non-commital.
one side of a woman’s
being and that is her
sexuality," Hester continued.
"Before the slide show
I thought magazines like
Penthouse and Playboy

treated women as sexual
objects, but I didn’t realize
the extent of the violence,
bondage and torture," she
added.
Helen Engledow, who
organized a screening of

the slide show at the
Women’s Center, explained, "It’s a slide show
of the abusive images of
women in media such as
record albums and covers
of the obvious magazines,

Resource center decision due
By Cindy Bundoek
Staff Writer
A resource center will
be included in the Dining
Commons study center if a
$450 recommendation is
approved by the A.S. Board
of Directors today.
Although the A.S.

Allocations
Special
Committee suggested the
amount, it still must
receive the board’s final
approval at the A.S.
meeting in the S.U. Council
Chambers.
From 7:30 p.m. to
midnight Sunday through

Dining
Thursday the
Commons is changed from
an eating area to a study
area.
There are quiet and
group sections, which are
monitored by students to
keep down the noise level.
The resource center,

which would include law
dictionaries, atlasses and
other study materials,
would be located in the
group section, according to
representatives from the
Residence Hall Community
Council.
Representatives said

approximately 300 students
use the center nightly.
Between 15 and 20 percent
of the students are not
dorm residents, they said.
The percentage had
been determined from I.D.
inspections before students
may enter.
"The service is very
useful and we’re trying to
expand it as much as
possible," said repre-

Class request forms for
spring semester due Friday
By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
Friday is the deadline for turning in class request
forms.
Class request forms, mailed out to students in early
November, need to be filled out by the student and signed
by either an adviser, or if advisement is waived, the
student.
These forms, which list students’ planned schedule for
spring 1982, must be turned into the students’ major
department office or given to the department adviser.
Undergraduates with undeclared majors must turn in
their forms at the General Advisement Center. Unclassified graduates should turn in their forms at the
Graduate Studies Office.
According to Linda Tomasso, assistant director of
records, the Records Office will be strict in keeping
Friday’s deadline since it has only two weeks to mail out
study lists and fee cards.
"If students miss the Dec. 4 deadline they can try on
Monday. However, we don’t guarantee we’ll accept
them," Tomasso said.
She said the Records Office will mail out study lists, a
slip which lists the student’s spring 1982 schedule, and fee
cards on Dec. 18.
According to Tomasso, delays have occured in the
past when students forgot to send the correct amount of
money or when students receiving financial aid or
scholarship money didn’t return the fee card.
"It takes more time to match it up," TOITNISSO said.
"It’s really important the fee card be returned."
Tomasso said students receiving financial aid should
check the back of the card and designate who will pay
their fees.
Any fee card not postmarked or received by the
Records Office by Jan. 8 will result in cancellation of the
student’s classes, according to Tomasso.
"The student has to start over," Tomasso said.
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continued from page 1
Willsey disagreed with
Allan about every perceived difference in the
opposing campaigns.
Calling the overall
campaigns "very similar,"
Willsey said the only real
difference he saw in the
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A BLACK GOSPEL
XTRAVAGANZA

In fact, the center’s
hours have been increased,
closing at midnight instead
of 11 p.m.
Also, the remaining
side of the Dining Commons will be open during
finals week.
"We want to make it
more
available
to
students," Flanegin said.

campaign was in the
quality of paper used by the
antagonists.
Saying UPC used "a
much more expensive and
slick" paper than CFA,
characterized
Willsey
UPC’s use of an expensive
paper stock as "iwppropria te."

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM

Dec. 5, 6:00 p.m.
Dec. 6, 4:00 p.m.
Gospel
featured guest
EMMIT POWELL elites
master of ceremony
SHELIA ROBINSON

* FREE
ADMITTANCE *

Mid-Week White Sale.
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IlifNMI":
What Steve Hackett knows
about guitar after years spent
playing and writing with Genesis is
enough to cure anyone of musical
malaise
That’s where his new
album, "Cured:’ comes in
Steve Hackett combines the
sensitivity of the songwriting
traditionalist with the
technical mastery of the
space age artisan Intricate
songs handcrafted by a
master musician, a perfect
prescription for escaping
the tedium of "new" music

Winter Special
Complete Tune-up includes:
Repack front and rear hubs
Adjust brakes and derailers
Check and adjust bottom bracket
and headset
Overall safety check and lubrication

steve hackett
011W
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Get the edge! Prepare to take the

I

277-2497

SPONSORED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Hester plans to work
with Duval and bookstore
employees to remove the
magazines named in the
petition. If bookstore

Graduate Record Exam

Specializing in low-cost
lklaintenance and Repairs

The San Jose State Bike & Racing .re ,w,
is looking for new members Sign up
at the Bike Shop

management decides not to
take the periodicals away,
the petition signers plan
more visible action.
"The people that
signed the petition are
talking about picketing the
bookstore at the start of
next term and showing it
(the slide show) during the
day outside the bookstore,"
Hester said.

is located.
"We, the stadeliLs, are
making money off selling
pornographic magazines.
We’re supporting it,"
Hester said.

sentative Rob Flanegin.

UNIONS

Tomasso said during the holidays "students aren’t
real great about getting paperwork in." They either
neglect it or are short of money, she said.
She also warned students to look at the fee card to see
exactly how much they owe.
"Students should be aware fees have gone up,"
Tomasso said.
After payment is received students will receive a
spring 1982 validation sticker.

Lower Level
Student Union
10:00-4:30

Associated
Students
Bicycle
Shop

WI

like
Penthouse and
Hustler. It discusses and
deals with the effects all
this has on everyone.
"I really feel there are
enough places, even near
campus, to get the same
materials, so I don’t think
the student bookstore
needs to sell it," Engledow
continued. "They should
have more of a responsibility to at least half of
the students, which are
women."
"It’s just so unrealistic
to think women are going to
look like the women in
pornographic magazines,"
Hester said. "So many
women buy into that
image. They begin to feel
they should look like that.
It’s called internalized
oppression."
"Buying Playboy for
the articles is a cop-out,"
she continued. "Because
you’re supporting an enterprise whose basis is that
woman are objects to be
exploited."
Part of the student fees
paid each semester go
toward paying off the loan
used to build the Student
Union where the bookstore
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Take The Music Whelp You re Playing On I;

7:404,0

Available at your favorite record store.
Appearing at the Civic Center December 4.

for Badger Pass:

Attention, downhill
skiers. Crosscountry skiers.
Snowballers. Ice
skaters. And
dreamers,
Falling snow

means falling
prices during

Yosemite’s Midweek White Sale.

That’s when our
rates range from just $20.00 per
person per night to $40.00!
You’ve never seen such a savings.
Our mid-week package
includes lodging, ski area
transportation to and from
Badger Pass and a choice of:
Two sessions in the Yosemite Ski
School and an all-day lift ticket

or an all-day
cross-country.
(Nordic) lesson.
So escape to
Yosemite midweek. Stay in
cozy Curry
Village cabins,
the rustic
Yosemite Lodge
or the historic
Ahwahnee Hotel. And for you
non -skiers, off-season rates at a
40% savings are available at
Curry Village and Yosemite
Lodge Special rates apply
Sunday through Thursday night
(excluding holidays). Call for
reservations at (209) 373-4171
or contact your travel agent.

YOSEMITE
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Spartan cagers rebound from loss to post 72-51 victory
By Mark J. Tennis
Staff Writer
SJSU basketball coach
Bill Berry hopes his team
follows the same course as
Jack Elway’s football
team, and after Monday’s
72-51 win over Cal StateDominguez Hills, he may
get his wish.
team,
Elway’s
remember, began its
than
less
a
season with
inspiring 16-6 loss to
Nevada-Las Vegas then
bounced back to win nine of
10 games and a trip to the
California Bowl.
Berry’s team began its
season in a similiar fashion
last Saturday in a 42-41 loss
to Cal State-Bakersfield.
"I was ashamed the
other night," Berry stated.
"We just didn’t work hard
enough and I thought
maybe I didn’t prepare the
team well enough.
"Our football team lost
its opener too, and I know
they’d like to get another
shot at Las Vegas."
The Spartans’ more
inspiring performance
against Dominguez Hills
could have been the result
of a different starting lineup than the one used
against Bakersfield.
Guard Jonathon Brown
was replaced by guard
Kevin Bowland while
forward Dwayne Warner
was lifted for center Ed
Uthoff.
"Bowland has been
working hard," Berry
noted, "and the other two

need to work harder.
Working hard in practice
does have its rewards."
That starting line-up
bolted out to an 11-2 lead
after 4:55 of the game,
scoring the first seven
points of the contest. Ac-

the rest of the night.
-It was a good team
victory," Berry said. "I
thought our guard play was
better and our intensity
was better. We play better
when we play harder."
McNealy also noticed a

hot scoring and rebounding
pace and, coupled with
freshman guard Michael
Dixon’s
free-throw
shooting, enabled the
Spartans to maintain their
lead at 36-25 at the half.
SJSU then played the

points and 12 rebounds.
"We realized we didn’t
play our game the other
night."
McNealy also played
the role of crowd-pleaser
with four resounding slam
dunks against Dominguez

Hills.
-Chris is that kind of
player," Berry praised.
"He’s a guy we look for in
certain situations. He’s
also a great passer and
we’d like him to be able to
do that more."

Berry also had kind
words for Dixon, who was
the Spartans second high
scorer with 10 points, eight
of them coming from the
free throw line.
"Dixon is one of our
smartest players, but he

needs to play under control
more."
Darryl Jones added
nine points for the Spartans
while Bowland contributed
eight. Guard Eddie Fitzpatrick led Dominguez
Hills with 16 points.
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ADRIAN KLEIN

- "Fine Submarine Sandwiches Since 1968"

Auto Parts & Machine Shop Service

Special

30% Off Everything
431 S. First St.
San Jose, CA 95113

294-9442

Bring Coupon. Good thru 12 IS SI

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Woll,tros

SJSU forward Dwayne Warner (right) holds the ball away from a Cal State.
Dominguez Hills player and looks for an open teammate in the Spartans 72 51 win Monday.
tually, it wasn’t the line-up
but forward Chris McNealy
who scored those seven
points.
McNealy continued his

start of the second half like
the start of the first and
hiked their lead to 55-37
midway through the half.
The Spartans then coasted

difference.
"We
played our
game," commented the
junior from Fresno, who
finished the game with 22

Lady Spartans take two
(

FOREFRONT

but can’t attend
class regularly?

OF TODAY’S

Find out about self-paced
individualized learning in

SCIENTIFIC-

TECHNOLOGY
AS A

SPANISH, FRENCH, GERMAN
AND PORTUGUESE (1st year)
Variable Credit:
1-5
For further information:

Hot sh000ting in the first half led the women’s weekend, playing Utah in Pomona Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
basketball team to two wins over the weekend.
and taking on Cal Poly -Pomona on Sunday at 2:30p.m.
The Lady Spartans, now 3-1 on the season, overwhelmed Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo 82-56 on Saturday and
defeated UC Santa Barbara 75-52 on Sunday.
In the Cal Poly game, the Lady Spartans took flight in
the first half, scoring 40 points to the Mustangs’ 15.
Shelia Brown led SJSU with 27 points. Winna
Gazaway scored 24 points and pulled down 14 rebound in
Let Aero Trends take you skiing to
the contest. Karen Ward was the only other Lady Spartan
in double figures with 14.
In Sunday’s game, SJSU doubled the Gaucho’s first
for Booking call Travel-Travel
half total 46-23) en route to the win.
Brown again led the Lady Spartans with 20 points.
Gazaway added 13 points and pulled down 10 caroms.
Cindy Galarza chipped in 10 points.
one day rate is $65.00 round trip
"We’re improving every game," SJSU coach Sharon
Chatman said, "but we’re still making mistakes."
overnight packages from $170.00
The Lady Spartans will hit the road again this
round trip, lodging,

Contact Foreign Language Dept.
277-2576

8th 60 William St
2974132

BE IN THE

Want to learn a

Photo by .lot

Mon. -Sat 10:30-10:00
Sundays 11 004(1 00

1 I

ENGINEERING OFFICER
Our scientific -engineering officers are planning and designing tomorrow’s
weapon
systems today. Many are seeing their ideas
and concepts materialize. They have the finest,
state-of-the-art equipment to test their
theories. The working environment is conducive to research. And Air Force experience
is second to none. You can be part of this
dynamic team if you have a scientific or engineering degree. Your first step will he Officer
Training School. Help us shape our future as
we help you start yours. Be a scientificengineering officer in the Air Force. Contact

your Air Force recruiter at

TSgt Rudy Roesel , 381-4377
1930 Camden Ave. S.J.

OS-

THINK SKI

A great

way of lac

1981 Calittitniii Milk

Hoard

NORTH STAR -LAKE TAHOE
446-5705

When your mom sends her best
and 12 dozen brownies...

lifts, 8, trans.

800 S BASCOM AVE.
287-5363
5021 ALMADEN EXPY
,1 723-2485

44.
SKI SPECIALISTS
- -

0SALE SALE *SALE *SALE
SKIS: Rossi Challenger, Elite, Sunbird
Dynastar Omeglass, Starglass
Hexcel Splittail, Spectralite, Sundance
BOOTS: Nordica and Hanson in assorted models
and sizes
BINDINGS: Tyrolia 260D, Salomon 626, Geze 35
CLOTHING: PARKAS-over 530 on sale
SWEATERS-over 130 on sale
VESTS-over 130 on sale
ROSSIGNOL PACKAGES:
CHALLENGERTyrolia 150 or Salomon. 226, Gipron
poles, Tune-up, Engraving $19999
S3Tyrolia 160 or Salomon 626 or Geze 35
Gipron poles, Tune-up, Engraving $29999
\II ale ’terns are 1980 models
SSA

CC81,0.

’SS

(

PUN

ii

10% Off
on Rentals
SKIS

POLES

BOOTS
’Somalia,"

DEMOS

4

TUNCUPS
$ 999
with A S B card

with S. B. card

’I

.
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Mom.
God bless her.
What would you do without her love? Her encouragement?
Or her black walnut fudge?
And what would her "care packages" be like
without a tall, cold glass of milk?
Milk makes those "delicious deliveries"
taste even better. So when you open your goodies.. open the milk.
And make sure your roommates don’t eat your mail.

there’s nothing like something
with Milk.
This seal is your assuraru
of a real dairy to,,,)

SSS

411
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ELWAY

continued from page I
From a financial
aspect, Elway may be
more concerned with Cal’s
huge athletic budget
compared with SJSU’s
meager athletic budget
than winning himself a
more lucrative contract.
Contrary to rumors
stating
otherwise,
Horikawa said the Spartan
Foundation has no plans to
sweeten Elway’s current
contract with a salary
raise.

period.
Under
that
stipulation, Cal has only
five scholarships left for
next year.
If Elway is indeed
offered the Cal job and
accepts it, a couple of
major problems could
arise.
First, Elway’s current
contract with SJSU would
have to be dealt with.
SJSU President Gail
Fullerton will undoubtedly
release Elway from the

remaining three years of SJSU will be the least of
his contract. Fullerton Elway’s worries.
would not have given
If he does leave SJSU,
California permission to Elway will be required to
talk to Elway if she wasn’t pay the university comprepared to release him pensation for the loss of his
from his contract.
services. The figure,
Besides that, Fullerton stipulated in the five-year
is not about to permit her contract Elway signed in
beloved football team to be 1980, Ls believed to be
coached by a man who no $120,000, but could not be
longer wants the job.
adby
corroborated
Getting out of the ministration sources.
remaining years of his
be
would
Elway
contractual obligation to responsible for paying the

compensation fee because
rules prohibit
NCAA
California or its alumni
from paying the sum.
Of course, nothing
would prevent California
from giving Elway a
lucrative contract which
would enable him to afford
to pay SJSU the compensation fee.
If SJSU should drop
from Division 1-A to
Division 1 -AA status, an
issue which is scheduled to

be decided Friday at the
NCAA convention in St.
Louis, Elway would not be
required to pay the price of
freedom.
If SJSU should be
relegated to Division 1 -AA,
Fullerton has said that the
compensation stipulation
in Elway’s contract would
be automatically waived.
Of course, all such
speculation is moot for the
moment because Elway
admittedly doesn’t have

the foggiest idea of what he
is going to do.
Perhaps one scene in
Elway’s continuing saga
symbolizes the murkiness
surrounding his decision.
It occured after SJSU’s
game against North Texas
Saturday.
last
State
Moments after the Spartans’ win, a mob of
reporters anxiously en-

circled Elway.
Lingering wisps of his
own cigarette smoke enveloped Elway as he
fielded question after
question about the Cal job.
The rings of smoke
seemd to hover around
each noncommittal answer
by Elway, a shrouded
figure with a clouded
future.

Fine tune your future

The current makeup of
Cal’s team is also particularly important to
Elway because he would be
allowed to bring in a very
limited number of new
players next year.
According to NCAA
regulations, Division I -A
football teams are permitted to grant a
maximum of 95 scholarships over a four-year

Bug Problems?

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
(GOOD ALL SEMESTER)
1
’2
3

Tune up

7

3 quarts of oil

Adjust valves

8

Lubrication

Check compression

4. Set timing

Stock up n-ovv on
KODAK Film
STUDENTS!
30% discount on
KODAK
Paper &
Chemicals

9
10

Adjust brakes
,Brake fluid

5

Adjust carburetor

11

Transmission fluid -aft

6

Change oil

17

Battery fluid add

ONLY $25
171us parts if needed

Spartan Mobil

Fill our the handy coupon.

all Li. at 141S I Pi 1-4200

iir

A43111/11NNIT

of Art College

COMPETITORS

* CAMPUS INS.

Bodily Injury
15/30/10
Uninsured Motorist
15/30
Collision
$200 deductible
Comprehensive
$100 deductible
Medical, $2,000

* FARMERS INS.
$662.60
SAVE $159.60
* STATE FARM
$590.68
SAVE $87.68
* ALL STATE
$800.00
SAVE $297.00

$503.00
SAVE MORE
THAN 30.

294-1562 az

CtUtO
(tam:m.1i

CAMPUS INSURANCE
CALL 296-5270

same great location for over 1 2 years

4340 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 165, San Jose

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

J

San I rm..") Ca 941071.

Rates are for comparative purposes only and are based on coverage costs for a 22 yr.
old mole living in zip code area 95112, driving 5 miles a dot in a 1977 Datsun1310 4 door
sedan with no citations or accidents in the lost three years driving. ALL RATES ARE
ANNUAL PREMIUMS Full time College Students

11th and San Carlos

Inro good look

II

Fine Art (drawing, painting. sculpture
and printmaking

COVERAGE

We use

fib

the Academy of Art College
Study Advernsing. Graphic Design.
Illustration, Interior Design. Photographs,

940 Powell S

Tollt PNOTmikatith

y,

DARE TO COMPARE
Campus Insurance challenges you to compare
automobile Insurance companies and find out
Why qualifying applicants can save up to 30%

II

ClaP

Send for our excittna new t =dolt
Then scale new artistic heights by selecting

classifieds
WANTED Part time
of
some
knowledge
Prefer
Japanese food Apply in person
Okayama Restaurant 565 A 6th
Street San Jose 279 9920

WAITRESS
ANNOUNCEMENT S

SKIERS READ THIS!! Beat the 5
hour drive to Tahoe Fly up with
tee in a 700mph airplane Si to
Tahoe in less than I hr One day
Overnite 511/per
SA-Veers.
son Call Dick at 292 7812
Single
NON GAY
GAY
AND
Christains Singles
Support
Group of Metropolitan Corn
Church

meets

cocktail

DISCO needs
servers part time weekends a
Thurs thru
pply
in person
Sunday 9-00pm tot 00am

SUNNY’S

TALENTED
STUDENTS who want to earn
PAY
TOP
money
easy

WANTED

every
Monday night at? 30p rn it you
are in need of Support and
fellowship with your brothers

Sales
SALESPERSON Outside
Sell
Handmade
Sculptures

and sisters, we invite you to win
information.
more
For
us
please call 279 2711 Tuesday and

25’
Quickly
Corn plus Bonus Over 110/Hr
Your Hours Car Needed Bob

munity

Friday

Wren 374 7121 Eves
SALESPERSONS for ceramic tile
shop Full and Part time Good
pay
Friendly
and
starting

Planning
Data

outgoing Apply 7644 Alum Rock
Avenue Mon Fri 10 5

Processing. Student Evaluation
in
and
Board,
Review
lernational Student Advisory

COMPANIONS
Hourly
wage
evenings.
Work
afternoons,

Campus

Get involved

Shops.

Call 777 3701 ler

more information
SJSU SIERRA CLUB Ski Trips.
Backpacking,
Hikes.
Day
Bicycling, Parties Meet every
other Tires starting Sept 22.

SHAW’S LIGHTWEIGHT CYCLES
Racing and Touring Specialists
Specializing in bicycles lath:Ned
to Me rider’s needs with proven
rartipantS and accessories Full

RESORTS
CRUISES.
EXOTIC
Sailing Expeditions. Needed
Sport instructors. office per

FEMALE NON SMOKER to share
lox Santa Clara condo, pall.

line of clothing and shoes, expert
wrieellsoilding, complete repair

mer. Career Send 1695 plus SI
11r101 for application openings,
guide to eruiseworld. 20. No

5350 ono See at 360
Carlos (rear) k ids ok

W

$160 and deposit 240

fireplace

5160 n/9117 6393 d

Marty 5 9 P M at 2U 7756

weekends with retarded persons
In their homes No experience
needed. we train 856 01111 or 964

Furnished studio opts
WW carpets 636 So 9th St San
thae. CA

LARGE 2 bdrrrif2 bath lbdrin,2bath
AEK
Furnished Water and
garbage go $395 S5I3 1st month
plus deposit Call 187 7590. 470 S
11th SI . San jose Near campus
REDUCE RENT...! Studios. I. 2.
and 2 bdrm hOmes and apart
meats
tram
Rentals
1750
throughout Santa Clara County
Specializing

in

4 CO and 1-00 p m
call Campus Ministry
1791 02041 for worship, court
seling, programs, and study
Catholic
Please

Natalie
Rev
OPPOr tuni ties
Shims. Fr Bob Hayes. Sr Joan
Firnhaber
NOeb
Rev
Panetta,
GET THE EDGE. Prepare to take
the GRE. GMAT. LSAT Or NT E
with on campus prep sessions
Outstanding faculty LOW tee
Courses start everyfew weeks
Call Continuing Education. San
Jose State University. i 4081 777
2182 There is no Substitution for
preparation’
CHIL D SE XUAL ABUSE Treatment
Program needs volunteers and
interns Personally rewarding
work Call Dorothy or Nancy at
799 7475

flower.

S.5 50 rugs. E
Towel New Floor sale

Clock.
Call to

see 797 0654
FURNITURE
USED
GOOD
Dinettes start at 079 SO Sofa and
c ha irsets 115900 and up Chests
drorn 16910 Lamps from 0950
Table sets i 3pc las low as 11950
Bedroom sets I Spc I starting at
017956 Only a Sarnpleof our
large selection Cart Furniture
Rental Clearance Center 4995
Santa
Blvd
Stevens Creek
block
east of
Clara
One
Lawrence Expressway984 5598
BEDROOM
duality.

Good

FURNITURE

chairs

i upholstered I, and chair stands
Day

77511151 Nights 249 5793

HELP WANTED
AUTOMOTIVE SECTION
COUNSELORS
CHRISTIAN
in
interested
Therapists
supervision we have positions

ASSISTANTS Part time
January
in
lull time
Filing, phones. cashiering Fun
place to work Flevible hours

OFFICE
now

Mrs Brown 263 9043
STOCK PERSONS Part time now
lull time in Jan Busy Furniture
store For swireheiuSe assistants
Grog 263 9043 Stock and cleaning
Mr
showroom
positions
in
Larry 296 r393
RESTAURANT COOK with Broiler
and kitchen helper to
caper
Okayama Rest
assist cooks
Okayama
cuisine
Japanese
Rest Japanese cuisine Apply in
person 565 A N 0th St S

NEED A GIFT quick? But no tirne to
shop or *vapor deliver it? We’ll
do it all for yOul No! we’re not a

FREE COUNSELING FOR Student
Travel Europe. Asia. Mexico.
In
USA.
Africa.
Hawaii,

florist We’re "Everything But
Flowers" call us! 293 GIFT for
balloonagrarns, gourmet food
and wine baskets You want it

remotion&

we’ll create it, and wrap it and
deliver it for you Call us’ 793
GIFT Unique gifts from $2100

wide

identity

Eurail.Britraii.
ioh

placement.

student

YAMAHA

11 650 Excellent coed
Only 12K plus estras. 55 mpg
Call Lance 757 ella

JANE’S

STEREO

SPACIOUS
courtyard.
BUILDING Coed
kitchen. fireplace, piano, linens.

BEAUTIFUL

color

TV.

parking 550 to 180
202 So 11 St OFFICE

weekly
122 N 1St 9990773

Service

perferrned On IBM Sateen..< II
Copy ServiCe available with
nominal fee Here IS to another

SECRETARY
EXPERIENCED
reports, resumes. theses. etc

brands

Brian

ABLE SECRETARIAL SERVICE
typing big or small min cassette
trans pickup and Oel open 7
7
evenings
week
days
a

786 374 or 793

3466

weekends Call 247 8744

Ask for Lori al 251

TYPING Nigh Cthality, fast torn
around. Iriendly service, free
copyof each retorter Call Geri
Friday Sec
1/11 Seryiyi. 70>

Useithe.
$tipai(tan
thqly
f9r
*
*

9120

LOS AL TOS, PALO ALTO
III and Electronic typing SI IS
per double spaced page 70 yrs
Students
for
SJSU
94 701S or 494 6208

exper

reSumeS tole Ithlov aparoved
lOrrnalst Call Marcia at 266

Sunnyvale

730

MMS IBM Corr Seiler ACC
VAR 361 4 S Monroe S J 246

TYPING

TRAVEL
SAVERS
STUDENT
131Clow599rt
Arnstertlarn
Hong
1391low69* t
Germany

hOrne

TYPING

ACCurecy

neatne,

deadlines guaranteed E 0
thews, reports. nessellat,ons
App SJSU Grad Slut/ i950 sei

pm

Janet 777 9575

weekdays

and

all

46

II so San JOS. 13,0,0, Jailer

day

(.ATOS
CAMBRIAN LOS
Experienced typist Ali format.,
IBM correcting Wier Inc
TYPING

27 years expenence
Theses,
resumes
reports
dissertations. editing All lOr

TYPING familiar with
Tape
academic manuscripts
Fast
transcription available

mats

Deadlines guaranteed
Neat accurate SO San Jose
KAM. 1711 1110

Sharp
confidential
writhe*
Sorre,AI.41 Service Tat 3261

ler 9470.1415 84 6604

my

Saturdays

EXPERT

Tours

in

prof
accurate,
typing
est
Sp.li,ngl
for
(edited
14081
at
Can
Sharon
Selectric
976 9224 between S 30P m 7030

Cambrian Park area

Kong Meow. Sydney 114910.
Auckland 04190w Plus Student

Dane

Reasonabke, feet and At Curler
Call Lynn 730 1914

Ism

resumes
and
TYPING Reports,
III
Selectric
Theses
Reasonable rates, and can meet
deadlines Call Jan at 1737010

shopiping
*
needs.461

9448

accurate.
Per

correct Spelling errors’
Page or hourly cost Phone

TYSON
AND
SECRETARIAL SERVICE F

0636 or 679 8913

B

SEIKO’S TYPING SVC
fast
II,
Seiectric

GLEWALMADEN
Competent typing and editing of
reports aye
Papers
ter.

WILLOW

HAYMOW)

TRAVEL

Railpasses.

prompt,
Professional,
neat prole,
crurate.
reports, statistical 753 3015

TYPING

4558
ii yrS
TYPING E *PERT Fast
theses term papers resumes.

C tEE
Student Travel 112 Sutter SF
94106 415 471 3473 /511 Charming
Wedding

ill
***************

Irene

LOOKING FORWARD TO paying
the salesman’s commission,
Don’t Buy direct from tactory
Most name
with warranties

ids

A
Photographer, Your

GREAT
SOUNDS
Looking toward tonic future and
YOU Lave, POO Bear

TYPING Neat
accurate
and
reasonable rates Located in so

Clara I

TYPED Low
PAPERS
prices, last turnaround Extra
originals Slightly extra 6202111

?SS 5550. ask for Ken

FOR

Call

T IGGER

TERM

PIANO TUNING by expert Introd
rate
Guaranteed
243 9285 8
10AM or otter 5

LOOKING

semester.

Pane P0 Box 1154 Morgan Ho,
Ca 95037

113M.prolessional

Chralitv. LOW cost! Guaranteed’
747 7651
Part,
ISanlu
Evenings weekends

TYPING

f
itY at the lowest prices See
SU bltn boards tor specials Call
far quotes On Over 100 brands

246 3749
Douglas
Schwartz.
Photographing Weddings the
Over 10 rears

ALARM Pocket size for
personal protection 0591 plus
SI 00 P and H The Cook Corn

5947

Call Keith 997 2711

ENTERPRISES has the
Widest Selection of the highest

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY 70
color prints. 5 hrs Photo album
Call
negatives
and
029500

smashing

San Jose
471

Accurate

AUDIO

SERVICES

R APR

PROF
TYPING
Accurate
high

TYPING

10 5. Sun . noon 5 Call 792 1613
PA
SYSTEM
speakers.
including
mist
mixer. stands, cords and paver
amp Value 12.000 Best offer

PERSONALS

fast.
269

TYPING SI 50,page IBM. excellent

Fast and accurate II 75
Og Call 400 730 585? fOr once
inSunnrvale Three day service

REPORT resumes
business from It 00 Double
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Black Gospel Extravaganza will hold a
meeting for ushers,
escorts, the production
staff and committee at 1
p.m. tomorrow in Byron
Berhel’s office on the third
level of the Student Union.
For more information call
Berhel at 277-3201 between
land 3 p.m.
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The Ad Club will meet
at 6 p.m. today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Guest
speaker will be Bruce
Alvin, owner of Atlantis
Advertising.
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Airlift ’81 will hold a
benefit concert at 7 tonight
in the S.U. Ballroom.
Tickets for the concert,
which will benefit native
Americans, cost $5 or $4
with a donation of canned
food, a blanket or a piece of
warm clothing. For more
information call Alan
Leventhal at 277-2479.

Carthan claims injustices still exist

The Music Benefit
Project is seeking
musicians to aid area
residents of hospitals and
convalescent homes. For
further information call
Laurie Chaikin at (415) 3233938.

Voting Rights Act concerns mayor
By Lida Ojo
Staff Writer
For the most part,
black Americans are
thought to be free from
slavery and basking in the
fruits of the ’60s "rights"
riots.
But, in Tchula. Miss.
black Americans are still
pawns of the "great white
cotton crop mentality,"
according to the town’s
former mayor, Eddie
Carthan.
Speaking in the Student
Union, Carthan told of his
struggle as mayor of
Tchula and called for the
renewal of the Voting

Rights Acts, a 15-part piece
of legislation first passed in
1965.
In Tchula, a strategic
cluster of key local and
state officials govern to
"white
preserve
superiority," he said.
"Because I would not agree
to run the city as they
wanted, they campaigned
for my resignation,"
Carthan said.
other
Among
Carthan
harassments
"power
listed, he said the
structure" reduced his
salary from $600 to $60
monthly and eventually
had him arrested and

Weather
r-^

1,7"Yr
The weather forecast calls for scattered clouds in
the afternoon, otherwise fair and warm through
tomorrow. Highs will be in the low 60s, lows will be in
the low 408. This forecast is provided by the SJSU
Meteorology Department.

sentenced in May ’81 to
three years in prison for
arresting a white man.
The case for which
Carthan was arrested is
nationally known as the
Case of the Tchula Seven.
Tried before a sister-in-law
of a "power stucture"
member, Carthan and six
of the black city officials
were found guilty and
barred from their elected
positions, he said.
The seven are appealing the case to the state
supreme court.
Carthan was accompanied by Ethel Long,
his
coordinator of
California tour, which is
sponsored by the Equal
Rights Congress. The
congress is a national nonprofit
organization
designed to "fight for the
rights" of minorities in
America, according to an
Equal Rights Congress
flyer.
Without the Voting
Rights Act, Carthan said,
he would not have won his
1977 mayoral election.
Carthan was Tchula’s first
black official since the

Reconstruction Era, Long
said.
The portion of the
Voting Rights Act up for
renewal now, Long explained, is the Article Five,
the
pre -clearance
procedure.
With Reagan favoring
the return of such rights to
the states, Carthan, Long
and Alex Hubbard, a local
Equal Rights Congress
representative, urged the
audience to strongly encourage state officials to
renew the Voting Rights
Act, intact.
suggested
They
starting a letter and
telephone call to campaign
to senators as a way of
pushing act renewal. They
also encouraged making
donations to the Tchula
Defense Fund. The fund is
designed to offset the
estimated $200,000 in legal
fees used for the defense of
the Tchula Seven.
"We talk about South
Africa," Carthan said,
"but there are things that
happen in Tchula far worse
than in South Africa."

Benefit concert set tonight
to help native Americans
Native American and
country and western music
will be presented at 7
tonight in the S.U.
Ballroom in a benefit
concert for Airlift ’81.
Proceeds from the
concert will be used to
purchase supplies for the

a
movement,
Airlift
grassroots
nationwide
effort to aid native
Americans occupying land
in the Black Hills of South
Dakota and at Big
Mountain, Ariz.
The concert is sponsored by the Native

Steve
Chastai
solo guitans
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A

The SJSU Baha’i Club
is sponsoring a special
event in commenioration of
Human Rights Day at 3:30
pm. tomorrow in the S.U.
Almaden Room. There will
be a speaker, enand
tertainment
refreshments. For more
information call Anne at
277-3877.
.
The Campus Christian
Center will hold a studentfaculty breakfast at 7:30
a.m. tomorrow at the
Campus Christian Center,
300 St. 10th St. For further
information call Natalie
Shiras at 298-0204.

The Gay and Lesbian
Student Union will hold an
open house at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.C.
Guadalupe Room. The
open house is designed to
give the straight cool -

BCOK5 Inc
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For further information:

a
San Jose State University

WE BUY AND SELL
NEW & USED BOOKS
’Supplemental college reading
’Paperbacks and hardbacks
Science fiction
Records
Buying, selling and trading

"The winter pattern of
storms is settling in over
the area and we intend to
help out as long as
needed," he said.
Admission to the
benefit concert will be $5 at
the door and $4 with a
donation of canned food,
blanket or piece of warm
clothing.
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One of the year’s 10 best.
Time

Recycle Bookstore
138 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
open dwli. 10 ilM P11/

Is science your interest?
Is Science your concern?
Courses for General Education
Programs for majors and minors
Teaching Credential ( BA & MA

10AM (WM

a
NEW COURSE OFFERING 3 UNITS
Learn valuable job skills
Take a field studies course where you can make a difference
Become more self -directing and influential

The range of possible projects is limited only by the imagination
and energy of team members. Former students in this course have
helped with a variety of community activities involving all ages of
community members. These projects have included:
Developing an area wide youth oriented newspaper.
Working with schools and you in truancy prevention and independent study programs.
Establishing a day care center
Presenting public health fairs.
Involving alienated young people in constructive community
projects.
Assisting with demographic studies and needs assessments.
DeAgning and presenting a wide variety of events and classes
Establishing a Community Development and resources library.

For convenience. 196-K (Multi -Disciplinary Team eloncept has
been listed in the spring schedule of classes under Recreation and
Leisure Studies. If you would like more information. Dr. Richard
Whitlock. 277-2685 You will be referred to the contact person in your
department.

PreSCntati"

2

1 10 pm. S J Ballroom, $1 00
7 & 10 pm, Morns Dailey, $1 7’.

Come in
orki
Browse!

Call 277-2322
or
Visit DH 224

GROPE

University Booktalks
will present Martha Cox of
English
SJSU
the
Department. She will
review "The Intricate
Music: A Biography of
John Steiribeck" at 12:30
p.m. today at the
University Club. Eighth
and San Salvador streets.
For more information call
Jack Douglas at 277-3904.

LSAT

NATURAL SCIENCE
LIVES*

v

Summer Job Search
will hold a workshop on
where and how to locate
summer jobs at 2:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Ahnaden
Room. For further information call Cheryl
Allmen at 277-2272.

inanity on campus a
chance to see how the union
operates. For further inPeter
formation call
Maxwell at 277-8643.

Law School Admission Test

Airlift still will be
collecting donations of
warm clothes, food,
medicines, tools and
money throughout the
winter months, Leventhal
said.

and Carl Maria von Weber.
The concert will include Sousa’s
"George Washington Bicentennial
March," Britten’s "Soirees Musicales"
and Piston’s "Tunbridge Fair."
Carl Maria von Weber’s "Concertino
for Clarinet" will feature soloist Lesli
Lippold, a senior music major at SJSU.

The St. Vincent De
Paul Society is seeking
volunteers to work two
hours between 10:30 a.m.
and 4 p.m. weekdays until
Christmas. For more inMoira
call
formaton
Cosgrove at 289-1200.

The SJSU Concert
Band will hold a winter
concert at 8:15 tonight in
the Music Building Concert
Hall. Admission is free.

Get the edge! Prepare to take the

their time to help the
people of the Black Hills
and Big Mountain, according to Alan Leventhal,
adviser to the Native
American Club.

American Club of SJSU
and will feature folk and
country artist Floyd
Westerman,
SJSU
student/performer Jay
Wise and San Jose’s Four
Winds Drum Group.
The concert performers are all native
Americans who donated

Concert Band performs
music by Sousa, Britten
The SJSU Concert Band, directed by
Mark Brandenburg, principal clarinetist
for the San Jose Symphony, will perform
in the Music Department Concert Hall at
8:15 tonight.
Brandenburg will direct the group in
a presentation of works by John Phillip
Sousa, Benjamin Britten, Walter Piston

Carthan, who was
arrested for participating
in the marches that led to
the formation and passage
of the Voting Rights Act,
said he is an authority on it
after having experienced
opposition in Tchula, "the
most critical area of the
United States.’-’
"It’s happening in
Tchula," he said of the
daily injustices against
blacks and minorities, "but
it is also happening in
California, Chicago and
across the country."
"Only in those places,"
he said, "it’s much more
veiled."
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College Bored Exam
Brighten Up Your Room
Holiday Entertaining
Time Savers
and more. . .
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Manufacturers
MCn
if Clothing Outlet
Brand Name
Men’s and Women’s
Clothing at Low Discount Prices
(i)
AM
4200A0

Wow ens
Req. $60

MCO

SASSON
CORDS

LIZ
CLAIBORNE
BLOUSES

CLAU DINE
SWEATERS

Womens
Reg. $36

Reg. $44
MCO $2298

$2998

MCO $2495

:
30% to 60% Off Manufacter’s
Suggested Retail Prices
MU

SASSON
CORDS
mens

sct

CALVIN
KLEIN
JEANS

CHRIS
BRADLEY
Mens
Ski
Sweaters

Reg. $45

MCO $25

Reg. $36

MCO $22"

Mens
and
Womens
Reg. $48
%MCO

$254.47

WC:

Manufacturer’s
Clothing Outlet
1/1 C 0
675 E. BROKAW ROAD, SAN JOSE
CORNER ROUTE 17 AND EAST BROKAW ROAD
MON -SAT 10-6
THURS 1118, SUN 12 5

279-3855

VISA

CASH
AND
CHECKS

Artful Dodger

Editor’s
Wrap -Up
complexity The reality on
college campuses today is that
"student" no longer signifies an
individual single-mindedly devoted to
his classes for a four-year stint.
In fact, most of us are actively involved in the mainstream, along with
our educational pursuits. We wear
many hats and assume a number of
roles. We hold down full and part-time
jobs, marry, and often have kids at
home.
We no longer dream about what we
want to be when we grow up. Instead,
we critically eye a prospective degree
and decide if we have a prayer of using
it in the real world.
All of this means that we’re busier
than students of Christmas past. Stress
is more than a buzz word bantered
about during finals and midterms. We’re
on intimate terms with financial worries,
emotional highs and lows, and the
inevitable time crunch.
We’ve designed The Artful Dodger
with these realities in mind; focusing on
ideas that will save you time, money
and energy. Techniques that we hope
will help restore that delicate balance to
your life.
But more importantly, we’ve tried to
develop creative solutions to everyday
problems. If it’s worth doing, it’s worth
doing with style. And style doesn’t have
to cost a fortune.
Some of the issues we explore are:
managing your time effectively ("Avoid
that Last Minute Crunch"), creative
problem -solving ("Eureka"), and ways
single parents can organize study time
around children ("Single Parents:
juggling school and children").
On a lighter note, we take a satirical
look at "The Joy of Commuting," and
examine the literary level of SJSU’s
"Graffiti."
For the budget-conscious, we’ve
included articles on economical entertaining for the holidays ("How to
Throw a Cocktail Party for Under
$30"). "Cheap Frills" suggests an artful
alternative to high-cost fashion: secondAi, hand clothes.
With winter break in mind, we’ve
come up with a few accessible,
reasonably-priced ways to break away.
"Hostel Territory" will familiarize you
with the beautiful hostels dotting the
coast of Northern California.
We’ve also scoped out a few regional
sites that are worthy of a December
expedition in "Local Excursions for
Winter Diversion." Avid skiers will find
"Skiing: Plowing down ski prices," a
helpful guide to planning a ski trip.
So before you head to the library to
scout up that 15th source for your last
term paper, sit down, put up your feet
and give us a gander. This one’s for
you!
Jackie Rae

(
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Recreation
4
Skiing .
doesn’t have to cost you an arm and a leg
4
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5
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8
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. throwing an affordable cocktail
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20

. exercising in a small room
indoor fun for those wintry months
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(Serenay Voss, age 4)
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Recreation

By Tom Surges
Leit’s go skiing!
This wintry phrase has been
known to send visions of sugercoated mountains dancing through
skier’s heads. But all too often these
visions are blurred by one glance at the
savings account.
By planning a trip carefully and
knowing what costs will likely be encountered, ski fever doesn’t have to
cost an arm and a leg.
Too many skiers don’t plan their trip
ahead of time. They often pack their
bags at the last minute, rent their
equipment at the slopes, eat at the
lodge, drive around and look for a place
to spend the night, and then do the
same thing all over again the next day.
This method of travel is fine -- until
you run out of money.
Skiers who want to get the most for
their skiing dollars should follow these
suggestions.
SKI ALONE OR WITH A GROUP
The most expensive way to travel is
alone. With a group, your expenses will
be greatly reduced. Driving costs can be
shared, or if the group is large enough,
you can charter a bus or receive
discounts on other modes of transportation.
When traveling alone, a hotel room is
often the only choice of lodging. Be
sure and get written confirmation on
your reservatons. When traveling with a
group it is often a lot more fun and less
expensive to stay in a cabin or condominium. A cabin is like a home away
from home with all the conveniences
including a kitchen for cooking.
Planning a menu for the trip and buying
most of the food at home will save
money.
SKI RESORTS AND LIFTS
One of the first decisions to be made
when planning a ski trip is where to go.
A beginning skier might want to go to a
resort that has rope tows and T-bars
because they are usually easier to use
and less expensive than chair lifts. Large
groups may want to choose a locaton
centered around two or three nearby
resorts of varying degrees of difficulty.
EQUIPMENT
Another consideration is obtaining
the proper equipment The most
economical answer for the beginning or
occasional skier is to rent equipment.
Since equipment at most resorts tends
to be of poor quality and expensive.
renting at a local ski shop will save
money and eliminate the hassle of
waiting in line at the resort.
Payr 4

Plowing down ski prices
CLOTHING
First time or occasional skiers should
consider renting their ski clothes from a
local shop. Keep a clothing check list
handy when packing. Having to buy a
pair of ski gloves at the resort because
yours were not packed is a waste of
money.
OTHER TIPS
’OFF-SEASON RATES. Many
resorts have peak and off-season rates.
Planning trips between holidays can
save money, in addition to missing all
the crowds and long lift lines.

LIFTS. Mid -week (Monday through
Thursday) lift tickets are usually
discounted a few dollars from weekend
rates. Group rates are also available.
SKI -WEEK PACKAGES. Many
resorts and travel agencies offer ski
packages at greatly reduced costs.
Local ski clubs or ski trips are other
excellent ways to cash in on the fun and
save.
557-3755. CalTrans phone number
for an up-to-date recording of road and
weather conditons.
SKI FEVER.. CATCH IT!
Photos by Don Smith

Photo by. Don Smith

Downhill racer. Stuart Homsey at the Dodge Ridge Classic. March 1981.

Ski
RouNd-up
By Valerie Majoulet
Here is a round-up of some of
California’s less expensive ski
areas and their prices for the
1981-82 season.
Dodge Ridge Located on Highway
108 near Pinecrest, Tuolumne County,
CA, Dodge has six lifts and 20 different
runs. All-day lift tickets cost $13.50 and
half-day $11 on weekends and
holidays. Rates are $12.50 and $7
during midweek. Lessons start at $10
and rental equipment is $10 for a full
day and $8 for half day.
Echo
Summit -- Located
on
Highway 50 at the top of Echo Summit.
this area will be opening for the first time
this season. With two lifts and seven
trails, Echo Summit has something for
everyone. Also, lift ticket sales are
limited to keep lines to a minimum. Lift
tickets and rental rates are $12 for all
day and $8 for a half day. Lessons are
available.
Homewood -- Located six miles
south of Tahoe City on Highway 89,
Homewood bills itself as a perfect "10".
Nine lifts serve 22 runs, of which 20%
are geared to novice skiers, 50% to
intermediates, and 30% to advanced.
Lessons are offered for all levels.
Rentals are $9.
Sierra Ski Ranch -- Located off
Highway 50, only 12 miles to Tahoe.
Sierra has eight lifts and 26 different
runs. Lessons are taught by the
American Teaching Method and are
available for all levels. Lift tickets are
$14 for all day and $10 for a half day.
Rentals are $11.
Soda Springs Located 2 miles off
Interstate 80, only 87 miles from
Sacramento. Soda Springs averages 33
feet of annual snowfall. With three lifts
and 13 trails, beginning through advanced skiers can have an enjoyable
day. Lift rates are $12 for all day and $8
for a half day. Lessons are available.
and rentals are $10 for all day and $7
for half day.
For up-to-date snow conditions call
the San Francisco SNO/FONE at (415)
982-1771, AAA, or your favorite ski
shop.
Artful Dodger

HOSTEL TERRITORy
9:30 a.m. daily. Curfew is 11:00 p.m.
or 12:00 midnight depending on which
hostel you visit. Alcohol and drugs are
prohibited, and smoking is only permitted outside the hostels.
The Bay Area has three hostels
besides the San Francisco, Point Reyes
and Pigeon Point sites. The Golden
Gate hostel in the Marin Headlands can
host 60 people. Near the mouth of San
Francisco Bay, the hostel makes a great
home base for visitors to Muir Woods or
Sausalito.
Another lighthouse setting, Montara
hostel. perches on the coast between
Half Moon Bay and San Francisco.
The sixth hostel is the closest one
to SJSU, but is somewhat hidden. In
fact, it’s called Hidden Villa, part of a
former private home nestled in a
redwood grove in the Los Altos Hills.
Woodsy hiking trails surround the log
cabins.
Hostel visitors are accepted on a firstcome, first-served basis, or by reservation. Reservations can be booked by
mail two weeks in advance with a
deposit covering the first night’s lodging.
For a list of rates. more information
about joining AYH, or a picture of the
hosteling story worldwide, contact AYH
Golden Gate Council, Building 240,
Fort Mason, CA 94123, or call (415)
771-4646.
You can become an AYH member at
any of the following Bay Area hostels:

Photo by Bert Schwarzschild

Pigeon Point Lighthouse hostel near Pescadero. 50 miles south of San Francisco

Point Reyes
(415) 669-9985
P.O. Box 247, Point Reyes,
CA. 94956.
45-bed ranch in National Seashore,
off Limantour Road.
Golden Gate
(415) 331-2777
Building 941, Ft. Barry, Sausalito,
CA. 94965.
60-bed hostel in Marin-Headlands.
San Francisco International
(415) 771-7277
Building 240, Ft Mason. San
Francisco CA. 94123.
130-bed converted barracks in scenic
urban park.
Montara Lighthouse
(415) 728-7177
P.O. Box 737, Montara, CA. 94037.
30-bed converted seaside lighthouse.
Pigeon Point Lighthouse
(415) 879-0633
Pescadero, CA. 94060.
40-bed converted seaside lighthouse.
Hidden Villa
(415) 941-6407
P.O. Drawer AH. Los Altos Hills,
CA. 94022.
32-bed rustic individual cabins.
Happy Hosteling!

HOSTELING
WASHINGTON STATE

Bay Area lodgings for student travelers
By Ruth Mordokowicz
aturday morning. From the
window, you look out on the
Golden Gate Bridge, brick red
in the early light. Below, joggers make
their rounds along the Marina Green. A
few kites rise in the breeze and weekend
sailors guide their boats through the
crowded harbor.
Most of your neighbors own condominiums or $1000-a -month flats
overlooking the SCell. but tonight
you’ll pay $5 50 to share the sights.
That’s the middle range of nightly fees
charged in youth hostels--low-cost,
safe, friendly lodgings for travelers from
around the world.
The Los Angeles Times calls the
hostels in California a "string of pearls"
for their beautiful settings. The Point
Reyes hostel lies along Drakes Bay. a
crescent-shaped sweep of protected
coastline In the wilds of Point Reyes
National Seashore. In winter here, you
can watch migrating gray whales on
their way to Baja California. More than
350 species of birds have been spotted
in the area. Deer and bobcat are
plentiful.
The second tallest lighthouse in the
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country is part of the scene at Pigeon
Point hostel, between Half Moon Bay
and Santa Cruz. The hostel is on a
former coast guard facility, and guides
sometimes show off the old lighthouse
They also lead visitors on tidepool
searches, since this is one of the greatest
spots along the coast for tidepooling
Redwoods dominate Butano State
Park, six miles inland. To the north.
elephant seals battle, roar and mate at
Ano Nuevo State Reserve.
These hostels are part of the
American Youth Hostel (AYH) system.
a group that has worked with the
National Park Service and the California
Department of Parks and Recreation to
restore a number of old army barracks
and lighthouses to lodge people of all
ages and backgrounds. Visitors come
from all over the United States as well as
England, Germany. Australia, and
other countries where hosteling is
popular.
Hostelers cook their own food and
share household chores. Nightly
charges range from $4.50 to $8.00
AYH members get the lowest rates by
showing their annual pass, available at
all hostels. A few rules apply: Accommodations are open 4:30 p.m. to
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Local Excursions
for Winter Diversion
By Sue Barker
nstead of hibernating during
the chilly winter months, dig
out your hiking boots and
down jacket and learn to appreciate the
great outdoors. We’ve scouted up some
likely spots for a brisk walk through the
countryside. All you’ll need is a friend
and a warm place to come back to; all
our suggestions are free or involve
minimal costs.
One of the closest places that people
often ignore is Alum Rock Park. a great
place for a leisurely hike through the
hillside. As the smell of damp earth and
wildflowers clears the smog and exhaust
from your lungs, it is hard to believe that
you are still in a large city. Just take
280/680 north towards Milpitas to the
Alum Rock Avenue exit, or bus line No.
21 (about 10 miles from SJSU)
The park has miles of well-kept trails,
natural sulfur springs and mineral pools.
There’s a great playground for the kids
(big kids too), and plenty of picnic
space. The Youth Science Institute
(YSI), located in the park, rents out
animals and features a natural science
exhibit in their building. Teachers or
animal lovers can rent a guineau pig.

F

rabbit, or snake to take home and
observe close up.
In another direction, and lesser
known, is Almaden Quicksilver Park.
Quicksilver, more commonly referred to
as mercury, used to be mined here
before the land became a county park.
Scattered throughout are abandoned
mining relics. Not as lush and green as
Alum Rock, Quicksilver has more open
fields and is within reasonable biking
distance of the campus (about seven
miles). To get there take San Carlos St.
to Meridian South, which becomes

Leland Park Dr., left on McAbee Road
(bus No. 63 or 64).
If you’re ever in the mood for a
Sunday drive in the country, Old
Almaden is the place to go. On the left
side of rural Almaden Road stands the
Club Almaden. Evincing days of past
elegance, the rambling building is in a
declining state, yet still has charm. The
club’s new owner is encouraging small
shops to open, and an antique store
and craft shop are already in operation.
The Club Almaden features an oldstyle, continental restaurant and the
Opry House, a small bar and theatre
(over 21 only).
A bit farther down the road is the
New Almaden Museum, which features
mining exhibits and Indian artifacts. If
you take the time to explore, you will
also find Los Alamitos Creek and a
charming, unobtrusive church tucked

Photo by: I/id Mayeaux
Once a governor’s mansion. Villa Montalvo is now a public museum and park.

back along an adjoining country lane.
Both the Club Almaden and the New
Almaden Museum can be reached by
taking Almaden Expressway south until
it turns into Almaden Road (bus No.
64).
Farther south, there are the Flying
Lady restaurant and museums. The
restaurant serves an excellent Sunday
brunch (one price for all you can eat),
but the real point of interest here are the
two museums. Two airplane hangars
house the museums, which feature
relics from the early automobile and
aviation industries. Unique redwood
carvings of famous personalities such as
Laurel and Hardy by Marshall Frack are
featured throughout, and a live pair of
bison (buffalo) are kept on the grounds.
Take U.S. 101 to the Morgan Hill
bypass; left to Tennant Avenue, exit
left; at Foothill Road go right.
Finally, and perhaps most delightful
of all is the Villa Montalvo Estate,
tucked back secretly into the Saratoga
Hills. Once a governor’s mansion, the
house is now a public museum featuring
exhibits and an amphitheater, where
plays are regularly produced. Montalvo
sports a well-manicured lawn, where
large group picnics and events are often
held. The surrounding hillside has many
trails for pleasant hiking. Maps for the
trails and a self-guided nature hike are
available at the Villa. Take Highway 17
to the Los Gatos/Highway 9 (SaratogaLos Gatos Rd.) exit to Montalvo Road,
on left: or bus No. 27 plus a 3/4 mile
walk.

cotona, We’S
MONGOLIAN BAR-B-Q

ALL YOU CAN EAT
DINNERS
includes soups. tea, fried won ton, egg rolls, seasame
biscuits and rice.

$1.00
OFF
REG. 56.55

Delectable meats and vegetables
cooked in front of you by our chef.
LUNCH from $2.95

EXPIRES 12-17-81
2425 S. Bascom
Campbell 171-501;
Tuesday thru Thursday

Artful Dodger
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DRIVES

A KEY
WIIEEI AtiqNMENTS

RAdiATOR SERViCE

oNly $21.95

oNly $24.95

adjust caster & camber

pressure clean radiator

set toe
inspect radiator hoses

inspect ball joints
inspect idler arms

inspect heater hoses
GUARANTEED for 8 months or 6,000 mites
whichever comes first

inspect complete
steering system

0.4

5

ANY 4 CYLINDER
IMPORT OR DOMESTIC

road test
New Sparkplugs
New Points
Replace Defective
Condenser

Compressier; Test
Set Proper Timing
Et Dwell
Adiust Carburetor

Check Emission
System
Check Charging System
Road Test

check radiator cap,
install 1 gallon of
anti-freeze

ANY 6 CYLINDER 836.95 ANY 8 CYLINDER 839.95
Specialty Cars (except fuel injection) $59.95. FREE Oil Change Also
Included. Ford, Chevy, G.M., Chrysler, Datsun Honda, V W., ANY
Import or Domestic
Aix

TRANSMiSSiON SERViCE

ONly $31.95

SAVE This COUPON
FOR TOUR CAR NEEdS

adjusting all bands

if applicable
replacing transmission
oil 8, oil filter
adjusting linkage
road test
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Complete
Automotive Center
459 Auzerais, San Jose

297-7511

Holiday Entertaining

thriArna Opiri6
By Marcia Partch

How to throw a cocktail party for under $30
green pepper)

Bursting with the holiday spirit
but plagued with a busted bank
account? If you’re tempted to
entertain this Christmas season but
think beer and pretzels are all you can
afford, think again. For as little as $30
you can treat 20 friends to a festive
cocktail party. Here’s how. . .
Using inexpensive ingredients, you
can prepare a selection of hors
d’oeuvres worthy of the most
discriminating gourmet. We suggest an
array of both hot and cold dishes, including some old favorites plus a new
twist or two.
Since liquor is generally the most
expensive item on any party shopping
list, try an economical hot spiced or cold
wine punch. Nothing beats punch for
convenience and simplicity when
serving a crowd. There is only one drink
to serve and one kind of glass And, for
the budget-conscious, a little wine will
go a long way.
When serving a cold punch, be sure
to keep all the ingredients chilled.
Rather than using ice, freeze some
colorful fruit juice in a mold. Unmold
and float in the liquid. As the juice
thaws, it will add to the flavor, not dilute
it. For Christmas. use a star or ring mold
for a festive touch.
Also, wait to add carbonated
beverages to the punch until just before
serving. Mix ingredients lightly so the
fizzle is not lost. If you don’t have a
punch bowl, think creatively. You can
use a large pitcher, an old crock jar, or
even a foil -lined melon.
Serving dishes kept at the proper
temperature help ensure a successful
party. To keep hors d’oeuvres hot, use
a miniature hibachi, fondue pot, chafing
dish or warming tray. If none of these
are available, an electric frying pan will
work.
Whether appetizers are plain or
fancy, an eye-catching table can really
enhance the party mood. Arrange
branches of holiday greens and pine
cones around the punch bowl. Trimmings can often be picked up for free at
Christmas tree lots.
With the party table set, hors
d’oeuvres and punch ready, you have
all that’s needed for a perfect holiday
party. Just add conversation, music
and enjoy!
BURGUNDY REFRESHER
20 (1/2 cup) servings
4 cups (1 qt.) cranberry juice cocktail
2 cups (1 pt.) red burgundy wine
4 cups (1 qt.) lemon -lime carbonated
beverage
In punch bowl or large container (3 qt.).
combine chilled cranberrry juice and
Pagr S

Cost: $3.58
DRIED-BEEF CANAPES
1 teaspoon minced onion
1 tablespoon margarine
1 1/2 ounces (about 1 cup) dried beef,
finely chopped
3-ounce package cream cheese
Rye wafers

Cook onion in margarine
Add dried beef and cook
crisp. Add beef mixture
cheese. blend. Refrigerate.
spread on rye wafers.

till tender.
till slightly
to cream
To serve.

Cost: $2.81
wine. Refrigerate. Just before serving.
add carbonated beverage and ice
Note: To serve 20. quadruple recipe.
Cost: $17.16
SWEET-AND-SOUR FRANKS
30-40 pieces
3/4 cup prepared mustard (6 oz. jar)
1 cup currant jelly (10 oz.)
1 lb. frankfurters
Mix together mustard and jelly. Place in
top of double boiler. Slice franks
diagonally. 1/2 inch thick Add to
sauce and cook for 5 minutes
Refrigerate or freeze When ready to
serve, place in warming dish and heat.
Serve with cocktail picks.
Cost: $2.90
CHEESE SHORTIES
1/2 lb medium sharp cheddar cheese
1/4 lb. margarine
1 cup flour
1/4 teaspoon salt
Grate cheese, combine with margarine;
cream until fluffy. Add flour and salt.
Make into rolls 1 inch in diameter and
wrap in waxed paper. Chill or freeze
To serve, cut into 1/3-inch slices. Place
on cookie sheet 1 inch apart. Bake at
400 for 10 minutes Makes 2 dozen.
Cost: $1 58
1-2-3 DIP
1 cup sour cream
1 tablespoon cheese-garlic flavored
salad-dressing mix

1/4 teaspoon salt
Combine ingredients and refrigerate.
Note: Double recipe. For variety, serve
one cup of dip with potato chips. the
other with vegetables. Cost includes
one large bag of chips and fresh
vegetables (1 lb. carrots. 1 cucumber. 1

Total cost of all ingredients including
sales tax is $29.85. Estimate reflects the
use of store brands or lowest-priced
brands available at Albertson’s grocery
store in October 1981. Flour and salt
were assumed to bean hand.

A Christmas Dinner
That’s Not A Turkey
By Elaine Moquette
The holiday season thrives on tradition, as we all proceed with our familiar
ways of celebrating. But sometimes an urge develops to add new creations
to the festivities. This Christmas, plan a dinner with imaginative new
dishes. Abandon your reliance on the old standbys-turkey and ham.
A menu featuring creamed tomato soup with cognac and stuffed mushrooms as
an entree will spice up your Christmas day. Your favorite salad and a chilled bottle
of wine add the finishing touches to our vegetarian Christmas menu.
CREAMED TOMATO SOUP WITH COGNAC
1 pound ripe red tomatoes (15-16)
1 large onion, 3 oz. butter
sweet basil leaves, salt and pepper
1 pint rich cream
1 table brown sugar
4-5 tablespoons cognac
Scale tomatoes and slip them out of their skins. Cut coarsely and pound in a bowl.
Chop onion: melt butter in large soup pot; add onion. Stir and add tomatoes, and
1 teaspoon basil. Simmer 1/2 hour.. strain and discard seed pulp. In another pot,
heat cream with sugar until ready to boil. Stirring quickly with whisk, pour heated
cream into soup
Do not let it boil. Add cognac, salt and pepper. It’s ready to
serve.
Artful Dodger

shape this dessert into a decorative
wreath. Mint leaves or other dressings
can be added around the edges when
served.

STUFFED MUSHROOMS WITH
GRAVY
8-10 giant mushrooms (washed)
4 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup green onion. chopped
Remove and reserve mushroom stems:
they will be added to the rice. Melt
butter in large skillet with tightly fitting
cover; add mushrooms and onion.
Cover and steam until tender. Save
juices for gravy.
GRAVY
In saucepan, heat juices with 1/2 cup
milk. Add wheat flour until gravy
reaches desired consistency. Season
with salt and pepper.
Note: For additional flavor or thinning
1/4 cup white wine can be added immediately before serving.
HERB RICE STUFFING

11/

Grind together 1 teaspoon salt. 2
teaspoons onion salt, 1/2 teaspoon
summer savory. 1/2 teaspoon dill seeds.
Into herb mixture crush 1 clove garlic. In
a pan with a tight cover combine: 2
tablespoons butter. 1 cup brown rice
(unwashed) and heat over high heat
until very hot. Remove from heat and
add 2 cups boiling water. 2 bay leaves
(discard when cooked). ground herbs
and garlic, mushroom stems (chopped).
and 1/2 cup sliced almonds.

Cover and simmer 1 hour. The mixture
should have a crater-like texture when
done.
RASPBERRY PINWHEELS
Touched with swirls of deep red, these
delightful dinner rolls should be served
warm with butter.
1 teaspoon brown sugar
1 tablespoon active dry yeast
11/2 teaspoon salt
1 1/4 cup warm water
1 tablespoon oil
3 cups whole wheat flour
11/2 cups raspberry preserves
Blend first five ingredients Pour warm
water into a large bowl. Add sugar, then
sprinkle yeast over water. Allow yeast to
bubble to the top. Stir in half of whole

wheat flour and beat well. Dough
should be smooth and stretchy. Add
salt and remaining flour cup by cup.
mixing well. Knead in bowl until it no
longer sticks, then place on floured
board. Knead until dough becomes
springy and soft. Return to bowl and
cover. Let dough rise until double in
size. Roll risen dough out on floured
board into a rectangular shape. Spread
the raspberry preserves on dough and
roll into a long log. Cut log into slices 1 inch thick. Place in greased baking dish
and let stand. Preheat oven to 350.
When pinwheels have doubled in size
(20 minutes) bake for 30 minutes.
Makes 16 pinwheels.
CHERRY PUDDING
To highlight the Christmas theme, a
tube pan or bundt pan can be used to

Drain and reserve the juice from one
no. 2 can of sour pitted cherries. Butter
the pan and cover bottom with cherries.
Cream but do not whip 3/4 cup butter,
2 cup white sugar. When mixed. add 2
eggs and whip. Sift together and beat
in: 2 cups pastry flour. 1 tablespoon
baking powder, and 1/2 teaspoon salt.
Add 1/4 cup milk, being careful not to
overmix. Spread pudding over cherries
and bake at 375 for 40 min. Turn out
onto warm plate. Cut into wedges and
serve with the following sauce.
Combine and bring to boil one no. 2
can of cherries and juice. plus reserved
juice from first can. Add 4 tablespoons
cornstarch mixed well with 1 cup water,
stirring well. Heat to serving temperature and spoon over pudding.
HOT APRICOT NECTAR TEA
This warm surprise can be served
after dinner while your family and
friends are relaxing by the fire singing
carols.
Mix 1/4 C. honey. 3 cinnamon sticks. 15
cloves and enough water to moisten
mixture. Heat ’Xi of a bottle of apricot
nectar until steaming. Combine the two
mixtures. Add 1/4 C. lemon juice just
before serving. Vodka is optional.

Evergreen Wreaths
Creating the traditional gift of goodwill
By Jill Baxter
t is always a pleasure to give
meaningful gifts during the
holidays, but not always
possible with today’s inflated prices.
This year, why not give an original gift
of evergreens.’ Evergreens carry centuries of merry tradition in wishing the
home they decorate good fortune in the
coming year.
Mistletoe has long been part of the
Christmas celebration. It is said by the
Scandinavians that Frigga (or Freyja.
their equivalent to Venus), originated
this tradition when she lost her son to an
arrow made of this mischevious plant.
In her grief, she vowed that the plant
would never again spread unhappiness.
Her tears of sorrow marked the plant
forever by turning into the little white
berries which cover it. Today, anyone
passing under its boughs receives her
kiss of goodwill.
In England, mistletoe’s goodwill kiss
was celebrated in a more contemporary
way:
When blushing lips that smile at folly
As red as berries on the holly
Kiss and banish melancholy!
Oh, oh the mistletoe.
Far more reverent than the mistletoe
is the holly, with its folklore firmly tied to
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Christianity.
Fifteenth
century
Christians thought the holly to be a
sacred symbol of the "crown of thorns"
worn by their savior. The red berries
were onginally white it was said, but
after the crucifixion they turned blood
red, as they remain today.
Firs and conifers, popular choices for
Christmas trees, may be our most
celebrated evergreen. Long a symbol of
good fortune, the Romans exchanged
evergreen boughs as good luck tokens
at the beginning of their new year called
the Calends.
Another legend says that woodland
spirits dwelt in evergreens during the
cold winter, and by bringing them indoors a friendly wood nymph might join
your home for the holiday fun.
Even viking stories speak of firs in a
special way. They say that the angels
once descended to this mortal planet to
bless evergreen firs because they were
as high as hope, as wide as love, and
bore the sign of the cross on every
bough.
Today, celebrating various evergreens during the season is still a
popular practice. For wreath -makers,
they are a great way to spread goodwill
before, during, or after the holidays.
Here is how you can do it:
Frame For a wreath about one-foot

in diameter, use a coat hanger bent into
a circle. For anything larger, use a long
thin twig.
Gathering Materials - If you buy a
Christmas tree, look for one that is full
at the bottom. Trimming it at home
should supply you with enough greens
for three wreaths. Prudent trimming of
boughs directly from a forest can also
supply you with enough. These starters
should be trimmed by six inch sprays.
Don’t forget to collect pinecones and
nuts. Keep these items spray-misted or
wrapped in a damp towel until they are
given away.
Store-bought Materials - If walking
among the trees just isn’t your style,
hobby stores are stocked with artificial
and dried holly, mistletoe, firs, as well
as ribbons, bells, berries, and nuts. They
also carry suitable frames. Often
wreaths made of both store-bought
and natural items are the best.
Preservatives - Some people prefer to
treat their evergreens with glycerin or
other plant preservatives. However, if
your greens are fresh when you start,
they will remain so throughout most of
the season. Just be sure to tell the
person receiving the wreath to mist it
every few days.
To Start Tying - Use thin wire, green
plant string, or even the wire ties that

come with plastic bags. Next, pick a
starting point on the frame. This spot
will be the top of the wreath. Boughs
hang to either side of this point. Don’t
worry about the bare spot that will result
here. This is the perfect place for a
couple of pine cones tied with ribbon.
The first layer of greens should be
secured firmly, as this forms the base for
all the other layers.
Finishing up- Keep in mind that most
wreaths are hung on a door or wall and
will be viewed only from one side. All of
your decorations and your prettiest
boughs should be concentrated on this
side. Always start each new layer of
greens at the top of the wreath so they
will lay together nicely.
Final Touches- After all the greens
have been added, tie your decorations
on with ribbons or string. For variety,
candy and small toys can be used instead of pine cones or berries. To
fashion a hanger, make a loop of wire
and attach it to the back of the frame. If
desired, you can spray snow or glitter to
the tips of the greens and even scent
them with pine or bayberry. A small
card passed on with the wreath,
containing some legend, will delight the
receiver.
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By John Guarino
o some people, graffiti is little
than a diversion while
doing what nature requires. To
others, who have been known to
devour large parts of major novels while
on the throne, it is an integral part of
their day’s amusement. These lovers of
the bathroom poet’s pen have to be
disappointed with the current quality of
graffiti found here at SJSU.
What has happened to the witty
writers to whom ecstacy is a bare white
wall and a felt-tipped pen? We searched
the walls of the SJSU stalls and found
mostly racial slurs, political fomentation,
and sexual peculiarities. Truly original,
intelligent messages were scant.
MO1V

The Iranian situation still seems to
dominate the hate notes in the men’s
room, one even stating that Khomeini is
a punk rocker. Others are determined
to express their opinion that the U.S.
should be out of El Salvador. "Africa for
Africans, Europe for Europeans, South
America for coffee beans," are some of
the other political tracts.
While most of the male graffiti could
best be described as derivative (or
degenerate), the majority of punch lines
in the women’s bathrooms are just
boring: boyfriends’ names, random
obscenities and urgings to use better
penmanship predominate. Humor is
rare, and political rhetoric non-existent.
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Is there any hope for a regeneration
of interesting graffiti on campus?
Perhaps, a course is needed, like one
that was offered by the Anthropology
Department at the New School for
Social Responsibilty in New York. The
class was taught by Robert Reisner, who
has compiled numerous books on the
subject. In his book, simply titled
he says that these words on
Graffiti,
walls express man’s current problems.
He points out that the best graffiti of
recent years was written during the late
sixties and early seventies. He relates
the quality of the memos to the quantity
of political and social dissent of the
times.
Are most college students just too
conservative, apathetic or busy to be
concerned with the status of graffiti?
Whatever the cause of the lull in quality
here, those of us who crave classy
scrawls will have to settle for whatever
we can find Here’s some of the best
currently found on tiles at SJSU:

THE BUSINESS CLASSROOMS
I think all extremists should
be taken out and shot.
THE ENGINEERING BUILDING
Land of the Freaks, Home of Depraved
WOMEN’S ROOM IN DRAMA DEPT.
Things are the way they are and
are not the way they are not -- EST
grad
No one knows the truffles I’ve seen
More creative graffiti is found in
Graffiti, by Robert Reisner.
(published by Henry Regnery Company, Chicago).
SEX
Women should be obscene and not
heard
The thing most men learn too late sex is of interest to both sexes.
DRUGS
Blow your mind

Smoke gunpowder

Acid takes the worry out of being.
There’s a methedrine to my madness.
RELIGION
Jesus saves, but he couldn’t do it on
my salary
In case of atomic attack, the federal
ruling against prayer in schools will be
temporarily suspended.
PHILOSOPHY
For those who think life is a joke,
just think of the punchline.
It’s you and me against the world when do we attack?
POLITICS/ENVIRONMENT
Eliminate government waste
no matter what it costs.
Lake Erie died for your sins.
Ring around a neutron, pocket full of
protons, a fission, a fusion, We all
fall down.
SARCASM AND CYNICISM
The more you cultivate people,
the more you turn up clods,
We are the people our parents
warned us about.
Start the day with a smile
and get it over with.
To save face keep lower half shut.
Is there any intelligent life on Earth?
(underneath) Yes, but I’m only visiting

College expenses got you bogged down?
It’s no wonder students like you can’t make ends meet.
Solution: Financial Aid Matching Services will locate
5-25 private financial aid sources for
your education.
No Spring-Fall deadlines
Aid for university, trade school,
business college and junior college students.
Non-government related.
Over $3 billion in readily available funds.
Guaranteed results.

Call Today!
FINANCIAL AID MATCHING SERVICES

a breakthrough in educational costs
3790

El Camino Real, Suite 324, Palo Alto, CA 94306

(415) 964-6780
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Once More With Feeling.
Re-entry women are back in force

By Lori Samelson

T love

school. What? How can
any sane individual love
college? Between registration,
eight o’clocks, term papers, midterms
and finals it isn’t easy.
But like so many other women on the
SJSU campus today, I am returning to
school after having worked for a few
years. I am returning more mature,
eager to learn, and more sure of what I
want to do with my life. Sure, I want a
degree and a career, but more than that
I want to become a creative thinker.
College can help me do that.
Ten years ago the number of older
women returning to school was insignificant. The average age was between 24 and 26, with only a few older
than 35. Most women were at home.
taking care of a husband, children and
household.
Today, almost 13.000 women at
SJSU are 25 or older. Many are
returning out of economic necessity.
and because they feel a degree can land
them a better job. Money is a big incentive to desert the real world for
college. In its isolated environment,
college really is the apple in the garden
of Eden. It’s appreciating that first bite
that separates the re-entry woman from

her younger counterpart.
For some, the desire for a career is
the greatest motivator. Carolyn Sherby,
a public relations major, had an easy
time returning to college. "I wanted a
job I could make a career out of. I was a
stewardess and a secretary: dead-end
jobs. In my mind I had to have a
degree," she explained.
For others it was the cold reality of
learning that the degree they had
earned held no market value. "When I
moved to Oregon for a year while my
husband was on sabbatical, it was 2,
rude awakening to discover that my
English degree didn’t buy me anything,"
said Mary Comfort, also a public
relations major. "It was my past experience in sales and volunteer work
that landed me a job selling ads for a
small weekly newspaper."
Another drastic change is iii the
works for Diane Edwards. With two
degrees in medical microbiology, and
six professional working years behind
her, she has returned for a degree in
mass communications. "I love the
sciences. and I do have to adjust my
way of thinking to being in communications," she admitted. But during
her internship in the working world.
Diane saw a serious problem with the
way her colleagues communicated

For others, the transition is not so
easy. Phyllis Sutphen meets many reentry women as coordinator of the reentry program here at SJSU. "Most
women return for employment
. are
reasons," she said. "Some .
out of touch and want to evaluate their
skills."
"Some are apprehensive because
they wonder if they have any brains, but
they are doing very well. They are well prepared for class, and the younger
students appreciate them because they
contribute a lot." Phyllis is also a reentry woman, working on her MBA at
SJSU, and readily identifies with the
people she counsels.
And the re-entry program really

helps. Many students haven’t been in
college for 10 to 15 years. They left with
low GPAs and were afraid that they
either couldn’t get in, or couldn’t cut it if
they did. But with the re-entry orientation program, students get assistance
designed to meet their specific needs. It
offers general information relating to
registration, specific classes for
developing needed skills, financial aid,
tutoring, and the list goes on and on.
Just the fact that a program like this
exists is an indication of how important
a degree has become. And it is this
Importance that is driving the talented
class of older, experienced women back
into the classroom.

.01
Re-entry women Diane Edwards and Carolyn She rby.
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Surviving
Finals Week
NO

By Janet Patterson
Some things in life are
inevitable -- death, old age,
and for students, final exams
(not necessarily in that order)
College students experience a disease
around the end of every semester
known as "Finalis Panickus- Although
no two cases of this disease are identical, it can lead to a loss of eyesight.
self esteem, or even sanity. As Murphy,
the modern pessimistic philosopher
might say, final exams come only one
way.
all at once.
This dreadful disease may seem
terminal, but its temporary nature
provides some hope. The following is a
guide for survival during finals week,
including everything from diet to attire.
It is guaranteed to make studying more
bearable.
First and foremost is the menu. The
munching, masticating action is
essential for keen awareness, or just to
keep awake. Suggested foods include
carrots, celery and plain popcorn for the
diet conscious, or potato chips, jaw
breakers and bon -bons for those who
don’t care. Of course, there is always
the traditional caffeine binge that will
wire any student to the point of insomnia.
12

The finals week wardrobe is of utmost
importance. The new look this fall is the
never-want-to-be -seen -in -public look It
includes old bathrobes, torn jeans,
sweat suits or anything else comfortable
that will also guarantee that you won’t
head for the Pub in a moment of
weakness.
Next come the activities. A poll was
taken around the SJSU campus and a
number of helpful hints were gathered.
One graduate student suggested
running around the block between
chapters (you may fail the final, but at
least you will look great doing it) A
journalism senior suggested fighting
sleepiness by sitting with rigid posture
on a hard chair An occupational
therapy student prefers sitting in a
freezing room with the windows wide
open. The position you choose
depends on your own taste But one
position is guaranteed to fail - - lying
flat on your back in bed, where the only
things studied are the insides of your
eyelids
Set up a reward or incentive system
for yourself Promise yourself a trip to
31 Flavors or a half-hour of devoted
attention to your latest Bruce
Springsteen album after you finish a set
task (i.e.. three dreaded chapters of
Ulysses).
Avoid anyone who remotely interests
you. This may require taking the phone
off the hook and refusing to answer the
door, but it’s absolutely essential to your
survival. Resist the temptation to call a
pithy friend: instead strike up a conversation with someone who’ll bore you
back to your studies.
A final survival technique was offered
by a college freshman. Although it
seems rather archaic and rare in its use,
the student suggested studying two
weeks ahead of time and reviewing
briefly the night before.
The two most important things to
remember are that sleep and a solid
meal are essential the night before an
exam. Remind yourself that finals will
not last forever. The inevitable will take
place and you will survive.
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Comm
By Denise E. Belling
f you are a commuter, you
know the world is not country
lanes running beside fields of
grazing cows - - it is a six -lane highway
filled with 18-wheelers trying to run
over your Honda. Commuters face
anxiety-provoking situations from the
moment they put their key in the
Ignition until the moment they take it
out.
Can a normal SJSU student transcend the rigors of a two to three-year
commute? Let’s examine some of the
alternatives.
One of the biggest problems facing
commuters concerns money -- how to
keep the car rolling along and still retain
a stipend for food. The obvious solution
is to take a bus. However, bus
schedules often do not coincide with
classes, and buses are easily missed.
If the student is lucky enough to have
harmonious bus and class schedules, his
problems are still not over. Invariably,
he ends up sitting next to a wino who
has religous objections to soap and
water, or next to a little old lady who
tells him about her ex-husband’s halfsister’s fourth husband living in Texas.
By the time the rider arrives at school he
is too dazed to listen, much less take
notes in class.
Another economical solution is to
carpool with a friend. But, there are also
flaws in this approach. The first week
may run smoothly, but then the
commuter will find annoying habits in
his companion. He will grit his teeth
each morning his friend is ten minutes
late. His stomach will churn as his
partner incessantly cracks his gum. His
nerves will be frayed after telling his
friend for the 50th time to please keep
his eyes on the road. Finally, the ten
year friendship will end in a fist-fight

over how far the windows should be
rolled down.
The commuter could avoid the
problems of ride -sharing by driving a
small, fuel-efficient car. But like the
others, this solution has built-in
problems. In a small car, the commuter
is at the mercy of nature. A puff of wind
can blow him into a ditch, as can a
passing truck
Drivers of small cars are also at the

Artful Dodger

College Bored Exam
Can you pass the failing test?
By Carolyn Sherby
you find yourself bored with college, tired of struggling to pass your
Ifclasses, with no hope of entering the above average scholastic range, you
be playing the game all wrong. Perhaps you don’t belong in classes.
and could spend your time better at the Pub or the Student Union games room.
You could be perfecting your Asteroids and Pac-Man technique.
We’ve devised this simple test to help you determine if you are really the failure
you expect yourself to be. Borrow a pencil and rate yourself honestly on the criteria
listed below.
Check each step that you follow faithfully. Add up total score and consult the
scale at the end for a true appraisal of your failure potential.
1

)y OF
uTiNg
mercy of other commuters. Oldsmobile
and Lincoln Continental owners delight
in tormenting small car drivers. They
enjoy seeing a Volkswagen Bug stuck
behind a truck, its turn signal blinking
feebly to pass, and they refuse to spoil
the fun by allowing the Volkswagen into
the fast lane. So the victim creeps along
at 35 mph, breathing the diesel exhaust
of the truck ahead and cursing all big car
drivers.
Besides all of these hassles, the
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typical student commuter is too poor to
buy a fuel-efficient car, and ends up
driving his grandmother’s DeSoto,
which gets eight miles to the gallon.
In addition to money worries, the
student commuter faces traffic jams
where cars moving one foot every half
hour are common. If he wishes to avoid
these traffic tie-ups, he must leave
home at four in the morning. However.
watching the sunrise is only exciting for
a week. Eventually, the commuter
begins to prefer the little orange glow of
his electric blanket dial to the pink glow
of the sun peeking over the mountains.
Freeway on-ramps and trucks and
other slow-moving vehicles are also
constant irritants to the commuter. He
never knows whether to speed up or
slow down when approaching an on ramp. When he speeds up. the car
coming onto the freeway turns out to be
an entry in the Indy 500. When he
slows down, the car is an Edsel driven
by a 92-year-old great grandfather and
the commuter is stuck behind. moving
12 mph.
The commuter’s problems are not
over when he arrives at SJSU. He still
must face the agony of parking.
Frequently. Ile drops his last two
quarters under the car seat while attempting to pay the parking fee. If he is
lucky enough to find them, he must still
wind his way through the garage
searching for a parking place.
Generally, he finds the only available
parking spot is on the roof of the
garage, where twice a week he suffers a
nosebleed.
When the commuter finally parks his
car, he is mentally and physically
exhausted. He still has a full day of
school ahead of him. What is the
ultimate solution to the student’s plight?
Live on campus. This presents a new
set of problems...

5
6

7

8
9

10

THROW AWAY THE GREEN SHEET -- The true
flunkee does this the first day of class. That way he or she
won’t be tempted to look at it later on during the semester.
DON’T BUY THE TEXTBOOK - - If you’ve checked #1,
check this too, because you can’t possibly know what book
has been assigned.
BE LATE FOR ALL CLASSES -- This means a
minimum of 10 minutes. but 20 minutes late should be
your goal. The teacher should be well into the lecture by
that time, so you will be sure to disturb the class.
DO NOT ATTEND ALL THE CLASSES AND LABS For a class that meets four times a week, attend twice: for
a class that meets three times a week, attend only once;
and for a twice a week class, show up every other week or
not at all.
TURN IN ALL ASSIGNMENTS LATE-- Some teachers
will lower a paper one grade for each day it is late. A good
solid week and a half late will insure an F
IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM. DON’T GO SEE THE
TEACHER -- If you are tempted to see your instructor, go
when you know she won’t be in. Then when she asks why
you never seek her help, tell her she’s never in her office - they really hate this!
START YOUR TERM PAPER AT MIDNIGHT ON THE
DUE DATE -- Allow no more than six hours for the paper
and it will contain all the misspellings, typos, and poor
grammar that will single it out from all the rest.
FALL ASLEEP IN CLASS-- If you follow #7 carefully,
this should require little effort. This is most effective if you
snore.
DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN CLASS DISCUSSIONS-This is no problem if you’re asleep. If called upon when
awake, boldly admit you weren’t listening and ask the
instructor to repeat the question
DO NOT TAKE THE FINAL EXAM This will usually
guarantee a failure. Although it is considered a cop-out by
dedicated "F" students, it is a sure-fire way to make a poor
impression on your teacher.

YES

NO

LI

a

LI

a

0LI
[II

LI

If you find that you are faithfully following many of these guidelines, but not all of
them, here is the scale to see how you rank:
1-3 points -- Who are you trying to fool? You are not equipped to make it as a
student failure. You’ll probably end up a teacher.
3-5 points -- Are you sure you want to be a failure? "C’s" come easy to you, and
either you aren’t being totally honest, or you’re just going to have to try harder to
screw up.
5-8 points -- You are an overachiever and are probably more in the "D" range.
Perhaps you should apply "8 more often.
8-10 points -- You are a classic "flunk -up." You are consistent and dedicated to
the task of being flunked out of school. You are obviously in the wrong place. To
find out where you should be. just follow the instructions on the d .grams below.
Keep up the good work!

-_
1741
/

/ 1

Fold over to
Tear paper along
make triangle
dotted line

Apply tape or staple
at pmnts

4:.1
itile

vi4

Put on head and stand
in corner
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Find new solutions to problems by rediscovering your creativity
By Kate Czekala
What is it? Einstein knew,
Newton knew. Leonardo Da
Vinci claimed he found it in the
stains on a wall, the ashes in a fire, in
the clouds and in mud.
If their accomplishments seem far
above your humble aspirations. be
assured that the person next door has it
and you yourself have it too, but
probably don’t know how to use it It’s
intuition, inspiration, it’s that little bird
who told you so. The trick is to find out
where the little bird got its information
and send it back for more when you
need it.

thinking.
The creative process can be reintroduced and strengthened, however.
and that child -like ability to see things in
a fresh and uninhibited way regained.
The key is free association, a term
Freud developed for use in
psychoanalysis. It’s based on our
spontaneous thought processes, and
allows otherwise stifled ideas to emerge.
This frees up and stimulates thoughts
and experiences which are stored in our
minds, but aren’t called up during
conventional thought.
It is well known that dreams often
produce fresh ways of looking at things.
The problem with dreams is that it
takes practice to remember them.
Although the dreaming mind responds
ingeniously to problems. it often
presents a solution in symbolic form.
which is difficult to interpret and relate
to day-to-day experience.
Alternative techniques can imitate the
rich metaphoric style of dreams in a
conscious way. One free association
method is to introduce other stimuli in
an effort to find a fresh way of looking at
the problem.
For example, perhaps you need to
come up with an original idea or theory
for a term paper or class project, some
new way of looking at or approaching
an old subject. The best way to do this is
to completely forget about your
problem, or at least forget about finding
a workable solution for the time being.

If you don’t believe much in little
birds, or don’t have much faith in the
reliability of intuition, consider yourself
part of the 98 percent of us over the age
of five who are in the same boat.
Back in the days before your formal
education began, before you learned to
think logically, learned to categorize
rather than fantasize, you were probably
among the 90 percent termed highly
creative. It seems that the conventional
learning process often stifles our
We learn to think
creativity
qualitatively, quantitatively and
logically -- all very necessary for success
in this world -- but the process robs us
of our natural talents for imaginative
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Take a walk, look at the pictures in a
magazine (don’t get side-tracked). go
from object to object in a room and
examine articles, furniture. fabrics -allow anything to come into your mind
that doesn’t have an obvious association
to your subject. Try to relate what you
see to your problem in some way. Like
Newton and his apple. it’s possible
you’ll hit upon some relationship that
brings a unique solution to mind.
One more disciplined technique
which builds on free association to
encourage creativity is Synectics. Inventor W.J.J. Gordon introduced this
method in an effort to encourage what
he thought were the psychological
elements of creavity: detachment,
deferment and speculation.
Ultimately developed into a means of
group problem -solving by George M.
Prince, the technique provides insight

into the unconscious, dream-like
process made conscious. The first step
is to examine the problem, all the
related facts, and consider the obvious
solutions. Once this is done, and the
apparent solutions have been
examined, "forced" creativity begins.
Think first of an analogy -- look at
your problem in a new context. Perhaps
two words can describe the kind of
solution you’re looking for.lf it’s an
artwork, for instance, search for two
words that summarize what you want to
say or do. If it’s an invention, say for a
new type of thermos bottle closure, find
an analogy, such as door, lock or
mental block that describes a closure.
Now, take a day off or do something
else to detach yourself from the problem
for a while. When you come back to it,
you will be dealing with a new approach: to find two more words which
describe the basic quality of your
analogy. Make it descriptive, as if you
were looking for a title to a book. If you
chose "mental block," your analogy
could be "invisible obstacle," for
example.
When you’ve isolated that intrinsic
quality, find an example of this quality
in another realm. Just as DaVinci found
such qualities in ashes, clouds and mud,
one can also explore realms such as
nature,
medicine,
sports
or
oceanography.
Let’s
take
oceanography. What is there in
oceanography that could relate to an
invisible obstacle? One thing that comes
to mind is the moon’s force upon the
tides -- the invisible obstacle being its
gravitational pull.
The next step in the game -- and it
does seem to be a game at this point -is to become that Invisible obstacle.
This step requires abandoning your
inhibitions and freeing your thoughts
and associations: "I am the gravity of
the moon. What do I do? How do I
feel?"
Finally we come to the last step in the
Synectics process: the "force fit" back to
the original problem. How could one
apply the characteristics of gravitational
pull to the problem at hand? Develop a
parallel structure: perhaps the use of
magnets? Develop your ideas, even if
they sound absurd, don’t give up. It’s
just this quality of being different that
will make your idea ingenious.

Artful Dodger
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Coping

Avoid that last Minute Crunch
Gaining control of your time

By Carolyn Kennedy
plays no favorites. We are
all given the same number of
Time
hours in a day. Some of us use
it well, others don’t. We run around
feeling overwhelmed and panicky about
the work we have to do, but never start
it until the last minute.
Unfinished tasks, like toothaches,
seem to hang around and nag at us no
matter where we are. They can ruin a
beautiful day at the beach, or a
Saturday night movie and pizza.
It’s not necessary to have everything
completed before we can enjoy time off,
but it is important to know that we have
allotted time for each assignment or
project. Once a plan is made, we can go
to the beach and relax because the next
day. at 9 a.m., we will be at the library
getting a head start on that term paper
due in one month.
Following are some techniques for
time management. Look them over and
select the ones that might work for you.
The time you save will definitely be your
own.
Write it down Put down in black -and

white all the things you need to do.
Everything. Big jobs and trivia. That
way it isn’t floating around somewhere
in your mind, cropping up and creating
anxiety.
Next, see what you can cross off or
foist onto someone else. Some jobs just
aren’t worth doing, and some jobs can
and should be done by others.
A friend of mine complained to m
recently about all the work she had to
do -- assignments, term papers, plus
she had to pack for her husband’s
business trip. Priorities must be set.
Husbands and children can be used to
advantage, once we begin looking for
ways to put them to work.
For tasks that seem endless, like ten
chapters of poly sci., again, set limits.
Plan how many pages you can
productively read in one sitting. Finish
those, and when you’re done, feel
satisfied with what you did. Don’t
torture yourself with what’s still left to
do.
Be nice to yourself: Set little rewards for
yourself when doing a lot of studying.
When you finish a chapter, treat
yourself to writing a letter or playing the
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guitar for a few minutes. Build in "goofoff" time. If you work too long, you’ll be
less efficient and you may be tempted to
go on a rampage.
Make use of small bits of time: Start the
chapter on political science, even
though you only have ten minutes. It
will break the ice and make it easier to
return to later. And sometimes knowing
that time is limited makes the task seem
less overwhelming.
Set goals: Take a calendar and write
down all the due dates for projects, term
papers, etc. Also, write down interim
goals. For example, if a term paper is
due Dec. 1. pick a date for finishing the
research, say Nov. 25. Then pick a date
for completing the rough draft. Even
though this sounds simplistic, what is
written down in specific detail is 100
percent more likely to get done than
vague assignments looming ominously
in your mind. Just think how virtuous
you’ll feel doing research early. Plus
you’ll have time to handle the
emergencies that inevitably come up.
Break it down: Whether it be a large
block of time or a big paper, break it into
smaller pieces. The task will be easier to
handle. If you have blocked out four
hours of study time, don’t let it hang
over you like a pall. Set a time limit: say
a half hour for a chapter. See if you can
finish it by then. If not, set a more
reasonable goal. Don’t spend so long on
one thing that you get bogged down
and bored. Switch to something else.
Please do not disturb: Don’t be afraid to
put up a "do not disturb" sign and set
aside blocks of time away from family
and friends. A friend of mine piles her
books into her van and drives to a

nearby park to work, away from the
household activities. A few hours in the
library on Saturday, away from the
distractions of dorm or home, can help
you accomplish much and make the
rest of the weekend more enjoyable.
If you can’t get started writing: Here are
two techniques to break the ice. Take
paper and pencil and begin, "I just can’t
seem to get started writing because..."
and keep going. You will probably find
out what’s holding you back, whether
it’s something you don’t understand or
too much information. Then you can
take steps to master it, or you may just
keep going and finish the paper.
Another technique is to begin as if
you’re writing to a friend. "Dear Mary,
I’ve been assigned to write a paper on
the true meaning of life and I’m stuck. I
thought I’d bounce a few ideas off you."
Finally, remember that a lack of
action can be the main cause of
depression. Worrying about assignments is debilitating. If you don’t have a
lot of time, at least make a small start.
Sometimes just beginning a task is the
hardest part. Feeling guilty about
putting it off can literally incapacitate
you. When you’re not studying, enjoy
whatever you are doing. It won’t be so
hard to hit the books later.
For persons serious about getting
control of their time, the following
books can provide invaluable advice:
Get it All Done and Still be Human,
Tony and Robbie Fanning, Ballanttne
Books, and How to Get Control of
Your Time and Life, Alan Lakein,
Signet Books. Both books are available
at local bookstores.
Artful Dodger

Single Parents:
Juggling school and kids
By Linda Co[burn
t’s the night before your
toughest final. You’ve just
finished sweeping the marbles
and crayons from the kitchen table,
have a pot of coffee brewing on the
stove, and are about to begin an all
night study marathon. Suddenly, your
five -year-old son begins to sob in the
next room, "My tummy hurts." Does
this scenario sound familiar? If so, you
are probably a single parent.
Students who are single parents often
agree that one of the most difficult
problems they deal with is fragmented
time. Juggling time for school and work
seems diifficult enough, but when family

outlets and safety latches on the
cabinet doors.
In every room where you have
multiple drawers (kitchen, study), save
the bottom drawer for your child.
Sometimes this means giving up a little
space, but it makes cleanup after play
periods easier and quicker when you’re
not lugging toys from room to room.
Your child will learn that it is his
"special- drawer and leave the others
alone.
Let Your Child "Study" Too: You’ve
eliminated the excess work and now
you’re typing the last three pages of that
term paper. Your child suddenly
becomes bored playing with his toys
and comes to hang on your arm and see
what you’ve got on your desk. Do away

hour time span and allow you to leave
and pick up your child at varying times
within that span Other centers offer
24-hour availability.
Adapt your schedule to your life, not
the other way around. Arrange to do
the things that don’t require much
concentration when your child is with
you. Laundry, food preparation and
housecleaning don’t suffer if your
concentration is broken. Do these things
when your time is likely to be
fragmented and save your few precious
hours of uninterrupted time for
studying
Emergencies: Even if you’ve pretty
well "unfragmented" your time, there
will be situations you can’t anticipate.
Consider getting together with two or
three friends to start a babysitting co-op
for emergency use only. Emergency use
means setting a one -to-three hour time
limit.
If there is a lecture or class that you
just can’t miss and you have exhausted
all other babysitting options, there is still
a solution. As a last resort, use a small
cassette tape recorder to "listen" to the
lecture for you.
Take your child with you and leave
the recorder in the class near the front
of the room. Be sure to explain to the
teacher when you’ll be back to pick it
up, and watch the time. Meanwhile, go
do something fun with your child -have a snack in the cafeteria or go for a
walk.

Drawing by Jessica Kohl. age 4 1/0
Drawings are courtesy of the Francis
Gotland Child Development Center in
San Jose. The center presently serves
58 families. 60% of which are single
parents
The way a single parent approaches
classes and study time must by necessity
be different than the way other students
handle them. The key is organizing the
limited time available. But most important, when your child must be with
you, let him participate in some way.
Let him feel important, but at the same
time let him know that your studies are
a priority too.

(mono Retreat)

Drawing by. Chloe Crisp. age 3 1. 2
responsibilities are added, segments of
useful study time become almost nonexistent.
If you have trouble finding uninterrupted study time, try rethinking the
way you organize your time. Here are a
few ideas:
Eliminate Excess Work: You’ll
spend less time worrying. checking up,
and cleaning up if you child -proof your
home or apartment. Put breakables and
potentially dangerous items out of reach
of children. If your children are very
small, put safety plugs in the electric
December 1981

with some of these breaks in your
concentration by putting a small table
near your work area and supplying it
with his "study" items. These items
might include paper and crayons, stick on pictures, a few simple puzzles, or
some playdough and cookie cutters.
Coordinate Your New-Found Time:
Sometimes your studies require more
than just an hour of unbroken concentration One way to allow yourself
that time is to use a day care service
with longer or more flexible hours
Some child care centers offer a twelve-

Ihe quiet restaurant w ith the sparkle of
entertainment and fine foods. Choosy front
the house specialties of cheese fondues or
quiches: or try (he entrees which include
chicken. steak, pork chops, fish, or crepes.
Come and relax Y. hilt: you enjoy the intimate
atmosphere. entertainment and fine food of
the Monks Retreat.

ENTREES FONDUES FINE WINES
730 EL PASEO DE SARATOGA
(Corner of Campbell and Hamilton Avenues)

379-5060
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....
Bill Pawek assists roomate Joe Page with sit-ups in their Washburn Hall dorm room.
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Inside Moves
Designing an exercise program for a small room

By Diane Edwards
Does the pain you feel when
carrying your books suddenly
disappear with a loaded
cafeteria tray? Are you incapacitated
when the elevators malfunction? Are
your feet in hiding when you look down
while standing straight up? Are you
afraid to tap dance?
Exercise may not be the answer to
your graying hair, but it may help
alleviate your back pain and tighten
those flabby abdominal muscles The
average American is at least ten pounds
Webster’s
overweight -- that’s
Unabridged around your middle. And
cold weather causes more problems:
appetites increase, bulky clothes serve
as camouflage, and there are fewer
opportunities to exercise enjoyably
outdoors. On the average, people with
weight problems gain 7.43 pounds each
winter.
College students are particularly
P

s

susceptible to the "bread spread:"
decreased activity and a macaroni -and cheese budget combine to lard it on
Caloric cafeteria fare and fast food from
the corner are too temptingly convenient. But a general exercise deficit
may also be a factor. In addition to
exercising those arms by pushing away
from the table, devise a general fitness
program to benefit your entire body.
The design specifics of an exercise
program depend on the individual’s
physical and health status, needs and
goals, and available time, equipment
and facilities. The question of
availability could be the most difficult for
college students -- facilities and
equipment are often overcrowded, and
time is narrowed by the
procrastination/panic squeeze. Winter
weather and shortened daylight hours
make outdoor activity impractical. So
why not exercise indoors, at home?
There is a long shopping list of
gimmicks and gadgets to help the in-

door
exerciser -- some
more
beneficial, others more expensive. You
can choose from antigravity boots with
bar ($100). "it’s-cheaper-to -pinch -an inch" calipers ($150), or a minigym for
$2200.
Adult fitness programs should be
designed to develop and maintain the
main areas of physical fitness:
respiratory -cardiovascular endurance,
flexibility and muscular strength. Based
on the popular and currently accepted
aerobic exercise theory of Kenneth
Cooper, such a program should start
with a 10-to-15 minute warm-up and
muscle stretching period, include
endurance activities (i.e., running, fast
walking. swimming and bicycling) which
can be sustained for a 15-to-60 minute
period, and end with a 5 -to-10-minute
cool -down.
Aerobic training benefits occur when
using stationary cycles,,. rowing
machines and treadmills. One-fialf hour
at 10 mph on an exercycle ($65-$1500;

rental $45/mo) eliminates the calories
of one beer. Equivalent time on a
rowing machine, which costs about
$300, takes care of a slice of pizza. But
it would take a full hour of running on
an 8 mph treadmill ($225-$2195) to
excuse an Egg McMuffin or ice cream
cone.
With some imagination, you can
avoid spending your book allowance on
exercise equipment. Running in place
rates high as an aerobic exercise; also
try jumping rope and running stairs.
Alternate exercises for variety and to
give your joints and muscles a rest
Since it takes only 72 hours for muscle
fibers to begin shrinking, exercise
should be done three to four times
weekly.
Little things mean a lot, and simple
exercises relegated to habit can aid your
general fitness. For example, as you
brush your teeth pull in your stomach
muscles and pinch your buttocks
together. Do the same at all stop lights
rifiti Dodger
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Meg Edwards. of Washburn Hall. works out with a rubber exercise band and ankle
weights.

Using only a chair and dumbell. Bill
Powek includes arm curls in his daily
exercise program.

349 E. CAMPBELL AVE. CAMPBELL

when driving. Stand on one leg when
you put on your shoes, rather than
sitting down. Do push-ups off your desk
chair.
For a beautiful change of pace, try
one of the 108 forms of Tai Chai
exercise, like "High Pat on Horse" or
Repulse
"Step
Back
and
Monkey."Cristo-bal Mendez wrote a
book in 1553 called Book of Bodily
Exercise; you should be able to design
your own inexpensive program in
1981.
"My bias is you can do it without
investing anything," says Carol
Christensen of SJSU’s Human
Performance department. "You need
to look at the principles behind why
you’re doing the exercises, and then
adapt. For example, do bicep curls with
textbooks, working up to encyclopedias."
Always consult a physician before
beginning an exercise program. Wait at
least one hour after a meal, and never
exceed your maximum heart rate
(about 200 beats per minute minus your
age). You can use the diet and exercise
advice available at the Student Health
Center, or enroll in a physical education
class.
Of course, planning the program is
simple; motivation is more difficult. Try
exercising to music, watching television,
mentally decorating the room, or
fantasizing about your body beautiful.
Do it with a friend. And remember,
singing in a loud voice uses twice the
calories spent sitting quietly. When all is
done, try the yogic corpse pose and
relax.

374 5205

Racquetball
The off-the-wall sport
By Holly Fletcher
Dashing through the department
stores during Christmas rush is
one way to stay in shape, while
sitting in front of a warm fire with a glass
of egg nog is one way to ignore the
fleshy insulation that grows during the
winter months. But there is an alternative -- racquetball.
Ignore racquetball’s opponents who
consider the game a sweaty low-class
cousin to tennis. Racquetball is actually
an easy-to-learn, indoor, cheap,
healthful game. Unlike other racquet
sports, where six months of lessons are
needed before you find out what the
ball looks like, racquetball is easy and
uncomplicated. You simply hit the ball
as hard as you want, wherever you
want. There is no net and almost no
out-of-bounds.
The exercise you get during
racquetball is one reason for its
popularity: there are about 21 million
players in the U.S. and a Nielsen study
found it to be the nation’s fastest
growing participant sport between 1976
and 1979. Racquetball strengthens the
cardiovascular system; develops the
muscles of the shoulders, arms, calves,
and buttocks; and increases endurance,
flexibility and agility. It also burns off

about 800 calories an hour.
The court is 20 feet wide and 40 feet
long, with walls 20 feet high. All four
walls and the ceiling are in -bounds. The
only out-of-bounds is the opening for
onlookers at the top of the rear wall.
Expect your ball to fly through that
opening and land in the middle of
somebody else’s game. If you yell out
your court number, they’ll usually
return it.
Besides the health benefits,
racquetball has infinite social potential
since you’ll need a partner. Most clubs
offer tournaments and have an "I Need
a Partner" bulletin board to help players
meet partners. These benefits aside,
racquetball’s popularity surges during
the winter because of the indoor quality
of the game. Rain, mud, snowless
slopes and darkness are not obstacles
for the racquetball player. Yet this
indoor quality does add cost to the
game - in the form of hourly fees or
yearly memberships. But all in all, it is
relatively inexpensive game.
Rates for courts vary, but are about
$5 an hour per person. Prime time,
usually weekends and between 3 p.m.
and 5 p.m.. is the most expensive time
to play. Non -prime time is cheaper.
Those courts that are open 24 hours
have special rates for the midnight to

For sale:
Hundred
year-old boots.
How can a boot that looks
this good, this much in
style, be over a hundred
years old? It’s a Frye boot.
Benchcrafted by skilled
hands the same way since 1863.
So while the styles may change over the
years, the quality always remains the same.
The best.

FRYE

If

375 THE PRUNEYARD. CAMPBELL. 371-3187
500 UNIVERSITY AVE. PALO ALTO. 326-0784

Photo by Bob Bernardo

Racquetball afficionado George Morando delivers a tough
return to Mario Maldonado at the Supreme Court.
Eager beginners can easily learn the
early morning times. Student discounts
game in one hour. Friends can teach
are available at some clubs.
you or classes are available at SJSU or
Standard equipment is cheap and
the local YMCA. The club pros will
simple: tennis or jogging clothes, or
teach you for $10 to $20 an hour.
shorts and T-shirts. However, do not
As in any sport, it is important to
wear running shoes; they are designed
for forward, not lateral movement.
warm up and cool down slowly. Leg
Wear tennis or basketball shoes instead.
stretches and toe touches are good for
warming up. Cool down by walking
Racquets can be rented at the clubs
around the court awhile. Never sit down
for about a dollar, or purchased for as
or collapse on the floor immediately
low as $7. Brand name racquets start in
after playing. And although beginning
the $20-$30 range, and it would be
players need only know the simple rules
wise to invest in one if you plan on
and how to swing their arms to consider
playing with any regularity or expertise.
themselves bona fide racquetball
Balls cost from $2.50 to $4 for cans of
players, it is still a strenuous game. Just
two. Don’t bother with sweatbands or
remember not to overexert yourself. As
gloves, but eye goggles, about $10. are
with any sport that’s new to you, take it
highly recommended.
slowly and don’t expect perfection.

SKIERS!

Freeman’s for Sports

WE RENT FUN!
TEAR THIS OUT
AND SAVE IT!

SKI RENTAL PRICE LIST
Rip a out and stick it on your refrigerator,
or bulletin boarder bathroom minim or
wherever you keep that sow of Ming.

All skis are new or like -- new. K-2 (official skis of
the winter Olympics) and Tyrolia step-in bindings
with brakes. Now you can pick ’em up Wednesday -- bring ’em back on Monday at the two
day rate.
Skis, Poles, & Boots
Skis 8. Poles
Boots
Poles
04111,10 Skis
Powder Pants
Parkas
Sao-Soots
Ski Racks
Ice, A.
ICeity Pack
Sleisping Bag
Crampons

15.00
12.00
8.00
3.00
20.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
4.00
8.00
5.00
4.00

JUNIOR SKI RENTALS
Skis, Soots & Poles ...12.00
8.00
Skis only
Jr. loots, powder pants, .now
3.00
boots. porkos-aoth.
CROSS COUNTRY
Skis, Poles, II loots 14.00
10.00
Skis & Poles
Cross Country Soots- 6.00
Cross Country Poles
3.00

#7110

Here is your handy -dandy

$119.75
Store Hours
Mon-Fri 10:00-900
Sat 1000-600
Sun noon 500

22.00
15.00
9.00
4.00
25.00
4.00
11.00
7.00
4.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
5.00

28.00
18.00
10.00
5.00
30.00
10.00
10.00
8.00
10.00
8.00
12.00
12.00
6.00

14.00
9.00

16.00
10.00

6.00

7.00

16.00
12.00
7.00
4.00

15.00
14.00
8.00
5.00
()MIDGE MALL
Nem Mary.
Phone 226.5S3S
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
San Joie
Winch
lend Side
Phone 244-734
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. Cheap Frills

Shopping the
Factory Outlets
By Gina Becker

First-rate second-hand clothes
By Pamm Blackwell
Amajor expense in every college
student’s budget is clothing.
But did you know that there
are many places around campus that
can help the budget -minded student
looking for great buys in clothing?
"Not for me," you say. But unlike the
hand-me-downs of yesteryear, or
garage sale rejects, these are well maintained and constructed clothes of
the past. "Vintage clothing- is the name
given to the concept of buying quality
used clothing. Purchases can include a
poodle skirt from the 1950s, or a chic
wool suit that would cost hundreds of
dollars new.
There are a handful of vintage
clothing outlets located around the
SJSU campus. One likely place to buy
is "Sweet Pea." The shop is located in a
converted house at 260 Race Street,
directly across from the Race Street Fish
Market in San Jose.
Ruth Nichols, owner of the shop.
runs her business on a consignment
basis. "I only take clothes that are
laundered, ironed and repaired," she
said. When an article of clothing is sold,
the original owner shares a percentage
of the sale price.
A former Macy’s employee. Nichols
realized she was spending too much of
her paycheck on clothes for work. She
decided to start her own business in
vintage clothing to achieve the same
look with a lot less money invested.
"Pulling clothes from the past together
with contemporary clothes is more fun.
and financially you can’t beat it,"
Nichols said.
She admits that she chose her
location because of the nearby SJSU
campus. "Students come into the shop
and are the best at putting different
styles together for a great fashion look."
she said.
Prices are right for the money conscious. Jackets and blazers with
padded shoulders sell from $18, and
dresses range in price from $8 to $25.
Another advantage to vintage
clothing is their superior quality and
December 1981

n a society filled with designer
jeans and high-priced name
brand merchandise. where

workmanship. The wools are heavier
and more durable than what you can
buy today. The buttons are sometimes
porcelain, and there is not a shred of
polyester in evidence.
Other vintage clothing outlets in the
area are listed below:
Eleanor’s Discount Fashions, 720
University Ave . Los Gatos: Specializes
in ladies clothing and accessories, from
evening gowns to scarves. No men’s
clothing.
Pandora’s Box, 865 S. San Tomas
Aquino Rd Campbell: Wide variety of
women’s clothes but no men’s fashions.
Yours 8c Mine Thrift Shop. 1080
Saratoga Ave.. San Jose: Features a
wide variety of clothing for men.
women and children.
The Trading Post, 1589 Meridian
Ave., San Jose: Carries women’s
clothing only, sizes 3 to 20. Casual
clothes to evening wear. Up-to-date
styles as well, new or like new.
Living on a student’s budget is no
easy matter, but with a little ingenuity.
getting by can be a lot more fun.

-Sweet Pea- owner. Ruth Nichols
displays an example of classic
vintage clothing she features in her
shop.

Phot.,s b

does the pennywise college student turn
for stylish but reasonable clothing? Most
students have one objective when
shopping: to get the most for the dollar.
There are many discount stores in the
San Jose area that offer a good buy for
a quality item. The Factory Store,
located at 145 West Santa Clara St.,
specializes in clothing that originates
from Los Angeles manufacturers. Some
of their merchandise is bought from
fashion boutiques at the end of the
season. All sales are final and the store
is open Monday through Saturday from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Fashion -Aire. 1375 Blossom Hill
Road, has stocked their store with
budget fashions at reduced prices. Most
of the garments in their sportswear
selection for juniors are priced at about
$15. Despite the discount prices, the
store has a tasteful environment.
Another likely spot is Marshall’s at
5160 Stevens Creek Blvd. It features a
department store selection, with many
name brands selling for less than retail.
The shoe department has excellent
buys, and their clothing departments for
men, boys, women and girls are large
and diverse. They also have a lingerie
section. Savings of 20 to 60 percent can
be found on merchandise categorized as
irregular, samples, or overruns. Some
labels are cut. and Marshall’s has a full
money-back policy if articles are
returned within 14 days of purchase.
For overruns of current fashion
apparel that can be bought in big retail
stores, check out Pic -A -Dilly, 842 W.
Hamilton Ave., Campbell. Specializing
in women’s fashions. Pic -A -Dilly can
save you from 30 to 50 percent. Some
labels are cut to protect the
manufacturer. The longer the clothes
stay on the rack the more they are
discounted. Fashion range appeals to
everyone from the mod girl to the most
conservative matron.
Before you rush out the door with
your wallet, a word of caution. Check
all merchandise thoroughly. If you find
a flaw, be realistic about whether or not
it can be successfully repaired and still
save you money. Think about whether
you would really wear the gem that
caught your eye, or whether you just
can’t resist a good deal.

Trio Mayentin

Nichols models a 1930s wedding gown
and wide -brimmed hat.
l’atir 2i
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Dorm Tips

DORM
DECOR
Ways to jazz up a small living space

By Nancy Young
chool’s in session and there
you are, arriving in a car
packed full of living essentials
and odds and ends that should have
been left at home. Now it’s up to you to
find a way of stuffing six square feet of
"necessities" into one miniscule dorm
room. What do you do?
With a little ingenuity you can break
away from the standard dorm decor of a
bed, metal desk and nightstand and
enhance or enlarge your living and
storage space.
Organize closet space more efficiently
by stacking colorful plastic containers on
top of one another. Shoes, purses,
hats, sports equipment and other
assessories can be stored inside.
Suitable containers can be found in a
rainbow of colors in the Lifestyle
Department of Macy’s Valley Fair for $5
to $7.50 each.
As an alternative to the traditional
dorm bed, try floating in the air on a
nylon hammock. They can be pur-

chased for $5.25 at Orchard Supply,
720 W. San Carlos St. To mount your
air bed, use one sheet of plywood. Slide
the wood across the two wall shelves
that are found in every SJSU dorm
room, and attach mounting hooks.
This method can also be used for
bicycle storage. Use the same
procedure as for the hammock, but
instead mount large hooks on the
underside of the plywood, spacing each
hook to fit the bicycle wheels.
If the dorm’s standard white walls are
too bland to suit your taste, cover a wall
with a piece of fabric or sheet for a
terrific look. Cost depends on the piece
of fabric, and can be tailored to your
budget.
Use wide-width fabrics and sheets
because they have fewer seams to
contend with. The easiest way to apply
the fabric to the wall is by direct stapling.
Use a heavy-duty stapler that is easy to
squeeze, or an automatic stapler. Begin
by stapling the first panel along a plumb
line (you can find the plumb line by
using a piece of string, thumbtack and

-ltephlkn Blakeman

A creative wall mural and lots of greenery enhance Colleen Maitoza’s tiny room.

weight -- gravity does the rest) and
staple downward from the ceiling. Extra
material along the ceiling and floor
boards can be trimmed with a razor
blade. If the staples are noticeable,

Making Quiche in a Dorm
By Susan McLean Hebert
eanne knew we were keeping a
stray kitten in our dorm room
but she had only given us a
token scolding for our infraction of the
rules. So when we brought in our
greasy, battered toaster oven, we were
not surprised when her only comment
was "Just keep it away from the curtains." Some RAs are incredibly
reasonable.
Perhaps our resident advisor was so
lenient because she knew that French
cuisine, and particularly quiche, had
seen some of its finest days in San Jose
State’s dorms. The nice things about it
are that 1) gourmet cooking doesn’t
have to be complicated. 2) it’s delicious,
and 3) it’s cheap.
As an ambitious student chef, you
will need nothing more than a toaster
oven (or access to the oven downstairs),
patience, and five dollars.
So jump into your Nikes and sprint
past those leering winos to the Lucky’s
store on Santa Clara street. The few
ingredients you’ll need to feed three
22
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people generous portions of Quiche
Lorraine are:
a deep-dish frozen pie crust
a pint of half-and-half
nutmeg
eggs (3)
swiss cheese
a small onion
a small can of real bacon bits
fresh fruit
You will also need eating utensils.
plates, napkins, a one-quart bowl, and
something to drink (fresh-squeezed
orange juice is exquisite with quiche.)
After you have safely negotiated your
precarious path back to the dorm, pour
the half-and-half into a metal or glass
container and heat it in the toaster oven
until small bubbles form around the
edge of the surface. This will speed the
cooking time of your quiche.
Break three eggs into the bowl and
beat them quickly with a fork until they
are lemon-colored. Pour the hot halfand-half into the beaten eggs, add one
level teaspoon of ground nutmeg, and
stir well.

Grate or finely chop the cheese -enough to fill half a measuring cup.
Peel and chop the small onion and mix
it with the cheese adding the bits of
bacon.
Sprinkle the bacon, cheese, and
onion over the bottom of one of the
thawed pie crusts. Your pie pan may
not fit into your oven, so slide your
thumbs underneath the outermost half inch of the dough and the flat outer rim
of the pan. Bend the metal rim to
stand up straight and let the dough lean
against it. If the pan still won’t fit, use 1
someone else’s oven or bribe the RA
into letting you use the one downstairs.
Gently pour the milk -and -egg
mixture into the Crust and slide the pan
into the oven. Cook your quiche for
thirty minutes at 325F. Your work of
haute cuisine is done when an inserted
knife comes out clean.
Let the quiche rest while you slice the
fruit: the quiche needs to set, and all its
subtle flavors present themselves most
gratifyingly when the quiche is warm.
not hot.
Glorious!

cover them with spray paint to match
the fabric beforehand.
To give small rooms the illusion of
space, panel one or several walls with
mirrored tiles, available at any home
improvement store for a reasonable
price. Tinted or gold-veined mirror tiles
are available
You don’t need to be doomed to life
in a bland dorm room. With a little spare
time, a dash of innovation, and some
derring-do you can decorate to suit both
your taste and budget.

It took Bill Brenchley and his
roommate three days to erect this
wooden bunkben with plenty of
storage space.
Artful Dodger
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The Laundry Works
Salutes
The Semester End
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Celebrate Your Last Day With Us

"Student Special"
Dec. 9th

Dec. 18th

"Kamikazis" for $1.00
Student I.D. Required
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
HAPPY HOUR*
3.00 pm to 6:00 pm Monday thru

DINNER
7 days a week
Monday thru Thursday
5:00 pm to 10:00 pm
Friday thru Saturday
5:00 pm to 11:00 pm

1

I I( LI \

LUNCH
5 days a week
Monday thru Friday
11:00 am to 3:00 pm

Sunday
5:00 pm to 9:00 pm

87 San Pedro Square, San Jose
Corner of N. San Pedro and W. St. John

287-1456
0
4I
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COMING SOON
CHRISTMAS PARTY DEC. 19th.
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